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Abstract

An extended version of the Cascade�Exciton Model �CEM� of nuclear reactions is
applied to analyze more than ��� excitation functions for interactions of protons with
energies from �� MeV to 	 GeV with nuclei ��C
 ��N
 ��O
 ��Al
 ��P
 ��Ca
 ��Fe
 ��Fe

��Fe
 �	Fe
 natFe
 �
Co
 
�Zr
 
�Zr
 
�Zr
 
�Zr
 
�Zr
 natZr
 and �
�Au� The relative roles
of di�erent reaction mechanisms and the e�ects of nuclear structure in the production
of speci�c �nal nuclides are discussed� A comparison with results of two dozen
other popular models and with predictions of several phenomenological systematics
is given� Possible reasons for observed discrepancies between some theoretical results
and experimental data and possible further improvements to the CEM and to other
models are discussed�
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�� Introduction

Precise nuclear data on excitation functions for reactions induced by nucleons

photons
 pions
 and other projectiles in the energy range up to several GeV are of
great importance both for fundamental nuclear physics and for many applications�
First
 such data are necessary to understand the mechanisms of nuclear reactions

to study the change of properties of nuclei with increasing excitation energy
 and to
�nd out the e�ects of nuclear matter on properties of hadrons and their interactions
��
 �� Excitation functions are more sensitive to mechanisms of nuclear reactions
than are double di�erential cross sections of emitted particles or their integrals over
energy and�or angles� Therefore
 excitation functions are a convenient tool to test
models of nuclear reactions�

Second
 and perhaps more important today
 expanded nuclear data bases in this
intermediate energy range are required for several important applications ��������
Recently
 one of the most challenging problems requiring reliable nuclear data �les
is Accelerator�Driven Transmutation Technology �ADTT� for elimination of nuclear
waste ��������� To understand how this problem is important for any country with
a strong commitment to commercial nuclear power
 and especially for the USA and
Russia with large stocks of weapons plutonium
 it is su�cient to note that di�er�
ent aspects of transmutation of radioactive wastes were discussed at all recent in�
ternational �����	� and national �see
 e�g� Japanese Meetings ���������� conferences
on nuclear data� a dozen international meetings devoted solely to these problems
were organized recently and are planned for the future in many countries �see
 e�g�
���������� work on several ADTT projects is already going on in the nuclear cen�
ters of the USA
 Europe
 Russia
 Japan
 China
 and Korea �see e�g�
 the recent
reviews ��
 �
 �� and invited talks given at the last conference on ADTT held in
Kalmar ����� The problems of Accelerator Transmutation of Waste �ATW� are
closely connected with Accelerator�Based Conversion �ABC� ���� aimed to complete
the destruction of weapons plutonium
 and with Accelerator�Driven Energy Pro�
duction �ADEP� ��
 ��
 �� which proposes to derive �ssion energy from thorium
with concurrent destruction of the long�lived waste and without the production of
weapons�usable material
 though substantial di�erences among these systems do ex�
ist ����� Precise nuclear data are needed for solving problems of radiation damage
to microelectronic devices ���� and not only of radiation protection of cosmonauts
and aviators or workers at nuclear installations
 but also to estimate the radiological
impact of radionuclides such as �
Ar arising from the operation of fusion reactors or
high�energy accelerators and the population dose from such radionuclides retained
in the atmosphere so as to avoid possible problems of radiation health e�ects for the
whole population �see
 e�g� Ref� ������ Another important new application which
requires large nuclear data libraries at energies up to several hundreds of MeV is
the radiation transport simulation of cancer radiotherapy used for selecting the op�
timal dose in clinical treatment planning systems ��	�� Many excitation functions
are needed for the optimization of commercial production of radioisotopes widely
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used in di�erent branches of nuclear medicine ���
 ���
 mining and industry �����
Also
 residual product nuclide yields in thin targets irradiated by medium� and high�
energy projectiles are extensively used in cosmochemistry and cosmophysics
 e�g� to
interpret the production of cosmogenic nuclides in meteorites by primary galactic
particles ��������
 etc�

Nuclear data needed for these purposes may be measured or evaluated using
di�erent theoretical models and phenomenological approximations� As of now
 there
is no sophisticated model or phenomenological systematics available to predict with
good accuracy all the data required even for a single given projectile
 target
 and
incident energy
 suggesting that the best way to obtain these data may be to measure
them�

As far as we know
 the most precise and voluminous measurements of proton�
induced spallation cross sections for a large range of target nuclei and proton energies
up to �� GeV have been performed recently by R� Michel et al� �see Refs� ���
 ���
and references therein�� A short but comprehensive review of experimental results
obtained by ���� may be found in Ref� ��	�� To the best of our knowledge
 the most
complete compilation of experimental excitation functions is published in Ref� ����
and is available presently in an electronic version as an IBM PC code named NU�
CLEX ����� Many data on experimental excitation functions are already included
in the EXFOR compilations at the international nuclear data banks� Unfortunately

experiments to measure all necessary data are costly and there are a limited number
of facilities available to make such measurements ���
 ���� In addition
 most mea�
surements have been performed on targets with the natural composition of isotopes
for a given element and
 what is more
 often only cumulative yields of residual prod�
uct nuclei are measured� In contrast
 to study the physics of nuclear reactions and
for many applications
 independent yields obtained for isotopically separated targets
are needed� Furthermore
 only some ������ cross section values of residual prod�
uct nuclei are normally determined in the experiments with heavy nuclei
 whereas

according to calculations
 over ���� residual product nuclei are actually produced�
Therefore
 it turns out that reliable theoretical calculations are required to provide
the necessary cross sections ������	���

In some cases
 it is more convenient to have fast�computing semiempirical system�
atics for various characteristics of nuclear reactions instead of using time�consuming

more sophisticated nuclear models� After many years of e�ort by many investigators

many empirical formulae are now available for spallation cross sections and excitation
functions� Many current systematics on excitation functions have been reviewed re�
cently by Koning �	��� most of the old systematics available in ���� were analyzed in
the monograph �	��� the majority of systematics for mass yields
 charge dispersions

energy and angular distributions of fragments produced in pA and AA collisions at
relativistic energies available in ���	 are presented in the review by H�ufner �		�� use�
ful systematics for di�erent hadron�nucleus interaction cross sections may be found
in the recent review �	��� Below
 we perform a comparison of some of our results with
predictions of only those systematics in Refs� �	������� and direct readers interested





in references on other phenomenological systematics to reviews �	����	�� and to the
recent work by Michel with co�authors ����� The authors of Ref� ���� have performed
a special analysis of predictabilities of di�erent semiempirical systematics and have
concluded that �Semiempirical formulas will be quite successful if binding energies
are the crucial parameters dominating the production of the residual nuclides
 i�e�
for nuclides far from stability� In the valley of stability
 the individual properties of
the residual nuclei
 such as level densities and individual excited states
 determine
the �nal phase of the reactions� Thus
 the averaging approach of all semiempirical
formulas will be inadequate�� In this case
 one has to perform calculations in the
framework of reliable models of nuclear reactions� As was mentioned by Silberberg

Tsao
 and Shapiro ����
 there are also additional cases when Monte Carlo calculations
should be used� ��� when it is essential to know the distributions in angle and energy
for the ejected nucleons
 �� when the nuclear reaction is induced by neutrons
 and
��� when the particles have relatively low energies �E � �� MeV��

Di�erent models of the statistical
 preequilibrium and intranuclear cascade type
or their combinations realized in many computer codes are presently available to
calculate excitation functions in di�erent regions of incident energy
 targets
 and
projectiles� To test several available codes for calculation of isotope yields from
nucleon�induced reactions at intermediate energies and to �nd the product nuclide
yield domains where each of the codes is most e�ective
 a benchmark calculation
has been performed recently by the Theoretical Calculation Code Working Group of
the Japanese Nuclear Data Committee ��
 ��� and an attempt for intercomparison
of some codes for the calculation of excitation functions in this region was done at
NEA�OECD during the �rst step of the International Code Comparison for Interme�
diate Energy Nuclear Data for proton�induced reaction on thin 
�Zr and ��	Pb targets
����� A more detailed analysis of predictions of �� Groups from � Laboratories for
spallation product yield A� and Z�distributions was performed during the second part
�The Thick Target Benchmark� of this Intercomparison ���
 �	�� As a third step
 an
International Codes and Models Intercomparison for Intermediate Energy Activation
Yield which involves a larger number of popular codes was initiated recently ����
 at
the request of the NEA Nuclear Science Committee� After our work was completed

the report on this Intercomparison was published as an NEA OECD Document �����
This report gives detailed information about the di�erent models and codes used

surveys extensively the target element and product nuclide coverage of the di�er�
ent contributions
 and gives information about the predictive power of models and
codes when calculating cross sections for the production of residual nuclides from
threshold up to 	 GeV� From this intercomparison it was concluded that �modeling
calculations of intermediate energy activation yields on a predictive basis may at best
have uncertainties of the order of a factor of two�
 therefore �there is need for major
improvements of models and codes��

During the last two decades
 several versions of the Cascade�Exciton Model
�CEM� ���
 ��� of nuclear reactions have been developed at JINR
 Dubna �for an
overview
 see
 e�g� ������ A large variety of experimental data for reactions induced
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by nucleons ����
 pions ���
 and photons ���� has been analyzed in the framework
of the CEM and the general validity of this approach has been con�rmed� The re�
cent International Code Comparison for Intermediate Energy Nuclear Data ���� has
shown that the CEM adequately describes nuclear reactions at intermediate energies
and has one of the best predictive powers for double di�erential cross sections of
secondary nucleons as compared to other available modern models �see Tabs� 	 and
� in the Report ���� and Fig� � in Ref� ������

Recently
 the CEM has been extended to calculate hadron�induced spallation ��	�
and used to study several excitation functions from reactions induced by protons on
��C
 ��Al
 ��Fe
 �
Co
 and �
�Au at incident energies up to �� MeV ��	�
 as well
as to analyze the new measurements of yields of residual nuclei from ��Cu
 ��Cu

���Pb
 ���Pb
 ��	Pb
 and ��
Bi irradiated by ��	 GeV and ��� MeV protons and from
�
Co targets irradiated by �� GeV protons ���������� Recently
 the CEM has been
applied successfully by Konshin ���� to calculate the production of several isotopes
of U
 Pa
 Th
 and Ac from p���	U reactions at ����
 ����
 and ��� GeV
 as well as
to calculate yields of U
 Pa
 and Th isotopes from ���U targets and yields of Pa
 Th

and Ac isotopes from p����Th interactions at ���� GeV� Nevertheless
 previously the
CEM has not been applied to study all possible excitation functions in large ranges
of incident energies and mass�numbers of targets� therefore
 its predictive power and
applicability to evaluate arbitrary spallation cross sections was unknown�

Here we apply the extended version of the CEM ��	� to perform a detailed anal�
ysis of more than ��� reactions induced by protons from �� MeV to 	 GeV on nuclei
of ��C
 ��N
 ��O
 ��Al
 ��P
 ��Ca
 ��Fe
 ��Fe
 ��Fe
 �	Fe
 natFe
 �
Co
 
�Zr
 
�Zr
 
�Zr


�Zr
 
�Zr
 natZr
 and �
�Au with several aims� a� to determine the capability of the
present version of the CEM realized in the code CEM�	 to predict unknown excita�
tion functions
 b� to compare our results with calculations of other popular models
and phenomenological systematics and with available experimental data
 that may
serve as an independent benchmark and a guidance for further evaluation of data �les

and c� to study nuclear reaction mechanisms involved in the production of speci�c
nuclides
 to understand the dependence of our results on the physics incorporated in
the code
 on the values of input parameters and on the speci�c mode of calculation
with the hope of identifying possible improvements to CEM�	 and to other codes
to improve their predictive powers� This last point was the major reason for our work�
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�� Extended Version of the CEM Realized in the Code
CEM��

A detailed description of the CEM may be found in Refs� ���
 ���� therefore
 only
its basic assumptions and the di�erences of the extended version used here from
the standard one ���� will be outlined below� The CEM assumes that the reactions
occur in three stages� The �rst stage is the intranuclear cascade in which primary
and secondary particles can be rescattered several times prior to absorption by
 or
escape from the nucleus� The excited residual nucleus remaining after the emission
of the cascade particles determines the particle�hole con�guration that is the starting
point for the second
 preequilibrium stage of the reaction� The subsequent relaxation
of the nuclear excitation is treated in terms of the exciton model of preequilibrium
decay which includes the description of the equilibrium evaporative third stage of the
reaction�

In a general case
 the three components may contribute to any experimentally
measured quantity� In particular
 for the inclusive cross sections to be discussed
later
 we have

��p�dp � �in�N
cas�p� �Nprq�p� �N eq�p��dp � ���

The inelastic cross section �in is not taken from the experimental data or independent
optical model calculations
 but is calculated within the cascade model itself by the
Monte Carlo method and is equal to the geometrical cross section of the targer nucleus
�geom times the ratio of the total number of inelastic interactions Nin to the total
number of elastic Nel and inelastic Nin simulated events� �in � �geomNin��Nin�Nel��
�geom � �R�
 where R is the radius of the last zone of the target nucleus �for details

see �	����

The cascade stage of the interaction is described by the standard version of the
Dubna intranuclear cascade model �ICM� �	��� All the cascade calculations are
carried out in a three�dimensional geometry� The nuclear matter density ��r� is
described by a Fermi distribution with two parameters taken from the analysis of
electron�nucleus scattering
 namely

��r� � �p�r� � �n�r� � ��f� � exp��r� c��a�g 
 ��

where c � ����A��� fm
 A is the mass number of the target
 and a � ��	�	 fm� For
simplicity
 the target nucleus is divided by concentric spheres into seven zones in
which the nuclear density is considered to be constant� The energy spectrum of the
target nucleons is estimated in the perfect Fermi gas approximation with the local
Fermi energy TF �r� � �h�������r�������mN �
 where mN is the nucleon mass� The
in uence of intranuclear nucleons on the incoming projectile is taken into account
by adding to its laboratory kinetic energy an e�ective real potential V 
 as well as
by considering the Pauli principle which forbids a number of intranuclear collisions
and e�ectively increases the mean free path of cascade particles inside the target�
For incident nucleons V � VN �r� � TF �r� � �
 where TF �r� is the corresponding

	



Fermi energy and � is the mean binding energy of the nucleons �� � � MeV �	����
For pions
 in the Dubna ICM one usually uses �	�� a square�well nuclear potential
with the depth V� � 	 MeV
 independently of the nucleus and pion energy� The
interaction of the incident particle with the nucleus is approximated as a series of
successive quasifree collisions of the fast cascade particles �N or �� with intranuclear
nucleons�

NN � NN� NN � �NN� NN � ��� � � � � �iNN 


�N � �N� �N � ��� � � � � �iN �i � � � ���

To describe these elementary collisions
 one uses experimental cross sections for the
free NN and �N interactions
 simulating angular and momentum distributions of
secondary particles using special polynomial expressions with energy�dependent co�
e�cients �	�� and one takes into account the Pauli principle�

The Pauli exclusion principle at the cascade stage of the reaction is handled by
assuming that nucleons of the target occupy all the energy levels up to the Fermi
energy� Each simulated elastic or inelastic interaction of the projectile �or of a cascade
particle� with a nucleon of the target is considered forbidden if the �secondary�
nucleons have energies smaller than the Fermi energy� If they do
 the trajectory of
the particle is traced farther from the forbidden point and a new interaction point
 a
new partner and a new interaction mode are simulated for the traced particle
 etc�

until the Pauli principle is satis�ed or the particle leaves the nucleus� Besides the
elementary processes ���
 the Dubna ICM also takes into account pion absorption on
nucleon pairs

�NN � NN� ���

The momenta of two nucleons participating in the absorption are chosen randomly
from the Fermi distribution
 and the pion energy is distributed equally between these
nucleons in the center�of�mass system of the pion and nucleons participating in the
absorption� The direction of motion of the resultant nucleons in this system is taken
as isotropically distributed in space� The e�ective cross section for absorption is
related �but not equal� to the experimental cross sections for pion absorption by
deuterons�

In the standard version of the Dubna ICM used in the code CEM�	 the kinetic
energy of cascade particles is increased or decreased as they move from one potential
region �zone� to another
 but their directions remain unchanged� That is
 in our
calculations
 refraction or re ection of cascade nucleons at potential boundaries is
neglected�

The standard version of the Dubna ICM does not take into account the so�called
�trawling� e�ect �	��� That is
 in the beginning of the simulation of each event
 the
nuclear density distributions for the protons and neutrons of the target are calculated
according to Eq� �� and a further decrease of the nuclear density with the emission
of cascade particles is not taken into account� Our detailed analysis �see
 e�g� ���

�� and references therein� of di�erent characteristics of nucleon� and pion�induced
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reactions for targets from C to Am has shown that this e�ect may be neglected at
incident energies below about 	 GeV� At higher incident energies the progressive
decrease of nuclear density with the development of the intranuclear cascade has
a strong in uence on the calculated characteristics and this e�ect has to be taken
into account �	��� Therefore
 to use the CEM approach at incident energies higher
than about 	 GeV
 the standard version of Dubna ICM has to be replaced by a
version which includes the non�linear trawling e�ect of the local reduction of the
nuclear density during the development of the cascade �	��� The standard version
of the Dubna ICM is described in detail in the monograph �	�� and more brie y
 in
the review ���� and in the recent book by Iljinov
 Kazarnovsky
 and Paryev ���� A
detailed comparison of the Dubna ICM with the well known Bertini ICM developed
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory ���� and with the popular version developed at
Brookhaven National Laboratory and Columbia University by Chen et al� ���� is
made in Ref� ��	��

An important point of the CEM is the condition for transition from the in�
tranuclear cascade stage to preequilibrium processes� In a conventional cascade�
evaporation model
 cascade nucleons are traced down to some minimal energy
 the
cut�o� energy Tcut being about ���� MeV
 below which particles are considered to
be absorbed by the nucleus� Calculations �	�� show that a reasonable variation of the
value Tcut does not signi�cantly change the average number of particles in a nuclear
collision� As a zero�order approximation to the CEM
 this �sharp cut�o�� method
for passing to preequilibrium nuclear decay was also considered in Refs� ���
 ��� and
we show an example of this case below
 in Figs� � and � In a real case
 the cut�o�
is expected to be somewhat smoothed ����� Moreover
 when we move towards lower
energies
 the relative contributions of particles captured by peripheral and interior
regions of a nucleus are changed� But this fact is completely outside the scope of
the sharp cut�o� approximation� Therefore
 in the CEM ����
 it was proposed to
relate the condition for a cascade particle to be captured by the nucleus to the simi�
larity of the imaginary part of the optical potential calculated in the cascade model
Wopt�mod��r� to its experimental value Wopt�exp��r� obtained from analysis of data on
particle�nucleus elastic scattering� This was inspired by a comparison of the classi�
cal kinetic equation describing the intranuclear cascade with its quantum�mechanical
form in which the particle transport through nuclear matter is governed by the optical
potential �for more details
 see Ref� ������

In the �weak�coupling� approximation
 the imaginary part of the optical potential
can be expressed in terms of the cross section � for scattering of a particle on target
nucleons

Wopt�r� � ��h


� ��vrel�vrel 	 �T �r� � �	�

Here
 the averaging is carried out over the spectrum of target nucleons and includes
the Pauli exclusion principle� Practically
 in the version of the CEM realized in the
code CEM�	
 for ��vrel� we take the average of 	� proton�proton and 	� proton�
neutron scattering cross sections calculated by the Monte Carlo simulation method
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and introduce a factor 
 e�ectively taking into account the Pauli principle exactly as
is done in the Fermi�gas model �see
 e�g� ������

��vrel� �
�


��pp�vrel� � �pn�vrel��
�TF�T � 
 where ���


�x� �

�
�� �

�
x� if x � ��	 


�� �
�
x� �

�
x�� �

x
����� if x 	 ��	 �

���

Here
 vrel is the relative velocity of the cascade nucleon and the target nucleon in
units of the speed of light and T is the kinetic energy of the cascade nucleon� The
free�particle interaction cross sections �pp�vrel� and �pn�vrel� in Eq� ��� are estimated
using the relations suggested by Metropolis et al� ����

�pp�vrel� �
�����

v�rel
� ���

vrel
� ��� 


�pn�vrel� �
�����

v�rel
� ��

vrel
� �� 
 ���

where the cross sections are given in mb� Formula �	� is valid only at su�ciently high
energies and for the nuclear interior� As is seen from Eq� �	� the radial behavior of
the density �T �r� follows that of the optical potential� In a general case
 the �T �r�
function lags behind Wopt�r� due to the �nite radius of particle interactions and the
non�linear relation ofWopt to �T � Since at present these e�ects cannot be considered in
a consistent manner
 the imaginary part of the optical potential for cascade particles
is de�ned in the CEM by relation �	�� To allow for the e�ect of the non�linear
relation between Wopt and �T 
 in the CEM ���� it was suggested to use for �T �r� a
two parameter Fermi distribution like Eq� ��
 but with parameters corresponding
to the volume part of the imaginary optical potential taken from the analysis of
experimental data� In CEM�	 this idea is implemented as� following Ref� ���� we
use Eq� �� to calculate �T �r�
 with c � RI � ���A��� fm and a � aI � ��	� fm
for cascade neutrons
 and c � RI � ���A��� fm and a � aI � ��	� � ����N � Z��A
fm for cascade protons� For the experimental values of the imaginary part of the
optical potential Wopt�exp��r�
 in CEM�	 one employs the results of Becchetti and
Greenlees ���� for protons and neutrons with T � 	 MeV
 and at higher energies

the potential by Menet et al� ���� for protons and by Marshak et al� ���� for neutrons�
Such a realization serves only as one possible approach from other possibilities� It
should be added that the conditions for validity of the cascade and optical models
do not coincide ����� the cascade model considers the scattering from bound nucleons
rather than from a potential well as the optical model does� Thus
 the agreement
between Wopt�mod� and Wopt�exp� is assumed to occur when the proximity parameter

P �j �Wopt�mod� �Wopt�exp���Wopt�exp� j ���

�Unfortunately� formulae ��� and ��� were published in Ref� �	
� with some misprints� in the
previous publication �	�� they are printed correctly�
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becomes small enough� In CEM�	
 we use a �xed value P � ��� extracted from the
analysis �������� of experimental proton� and pion�nucleus data at low and interme�
diate energies�

From a physical point of view
 such a smooth transition from the cascade stage of
the reaction seems to be more attractive than the �sharp cut�o�� method� In addi�
tion
 as was shown in Ref� ����
 this improves the agreement between the calculated
and experimental spectra of secondary nucleons
 especially for low incident energies
and backward angles of the detected nucleons �see e�g� Fig� �� of Ref� ������

Let us note here that in the CEM the initial con�guration for the preequilibrium
decay �number of excited particles and holes
 i�e� excitons n� � p� � h�
 excitation
energy E�

� 
 linear momentum P � and angular momentum L� of the nucleus� di�ers
signi�cantly from that usually postulated in exciton models� Our calculations ���
 ��

��� have shown that the distributions of residual nuclei remaining after the cascade
stage of the reaction
 i�e� before the preequilibrium emission
 with respect to n�
 p�

h�
 E�

�
 P �
 and L� are rather broad��

As an example
 Fig� � shows distributions of residual nuclei remaining after the
cascade stage of the reaction p�� GeV��
�Mo that serve as input for the second

preequilibrium stage of the CEM with respect to mass A and charge Z numbers

excitation energy E�
 momentum jP �j and angular momentum jL�j
 numbers of
excitons n�
 exciton�particles p�
 and exciton�holes h� calculated as proposed in the
CEM �solid histograms� and using the �sharp cut�o�� method as in a conventional
ICM �dashed histograms�� One can see that all distributions calculated in both the
CEM and ICM approaches are very broad� Let us note here that as a rule
 the
smooth method of the CEM leads to an earlier completion of the cascade stage as
compared to that of the ICM� As a result of this
 the distributions with respect
to A
 Z
 n�
 and especially with respect to p� and h�
 calculated by the CEM are
narrower than those of the ICM� The distributions with respect to jP �j and jL�j
calculated by both methods are very similar
 while the distribution with respect to
E�

� of the CEM is broader than that of the ICM� Our calculations show that the
di�erence in the distributions of residual nuclei calculated by the CEM and ICM
increases with decreasing incident energy of the projectile and vice versa� Fig� 
shows angle�integrated energy spectra of all secondary particles emitted from this
reaction calculated in the CEM using both methods of �nishing the cascade stage
of the reaction� One can see that for this incident energy of � GeV the spectra of

�Unfortunately� this fact was misunderstood by the authors of the code HETC��STEP ���� In
spite of the fact that it has been stressed explicitly� and �gures with distributions of excited nuclei
after the cascade stage of a reaction with respect to the number of excitons and other characteristics
were shown in a number of publications �see� e�g� Fig� � in Ref� �	
�� Fig� � in Ref� ���� p� �� in
Ref� ����� p� ��	 in Ref� ������ the authors of Ref� ��� misstated this fact as �Gudima et al� assumed

the state of two particles and one hole at the beginning � � � Hence� their assumption is not valid for

the wide range of incident energy�� claiming this as a weakness of the CEM and a priority of the
code HETC��STEP� where smooth distributions of excited nuclei after the cascade stage of reactions
with respect to n� are used� This had already been suggested and used in the CEM �	
� 	��
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nucleons calculated by both methods are almost the same� Let us note again that at
incident energies below � ��� MeV the di�erence between nucleon spectra calculated
by these methods is larger� As one can see from Figs� � and �� of Ref� ����
 the CEM
approach gives a better agreement with the experimental data� The spectra of pions
are just the same
 as both methods of �nishing the cascade do not deal at all with
pions� But the spectra of composite particles calculated with the CEM method are
signi�cantly higher and broader than those of the ICM� This is caused mainly by the
di�erence in the distributions of residual nuclei with respect to p� and h� �see Fig� ���

The subsequent interaction stages �preequilibrium and equilibrium� of nuclear
reactions are considered in the CEM in the framework of an extension of the modi�ed
exciton model ���
 ���� At the preequilibrium stage of a reaction we take into account
all possible nuclear transitions changing the number of excitons n with !n � ���

and �
 as well as all possible multiple subsequent emissions of n
 p
 d
 t
 �He
 and �He�
The corresponding system of master equations describing the behavior of a nucleus
at the preequilibrium stage is solved by the Monte Carlo technique ���
 ����

��



Fig� �� Distributions of excited residual nuclei remaining after the cascade stage of the

reaction p�� GeV��
�Mo with respect to the mass A and charge Z numbers� excitation

energy E�� momentum jP �j and angular momentum jL�j �labeled in the plot as P and M��

number of excitons n�� exciton�particles p�� and exciton�holes h�� Solid histograms corre�

spond to a completion of the cascade as proposed in the CEM 	
��
�� dashed histograms

are calculated in the �sharp cut�o�� approximation in which a cascade particle is absorbed

when its energy falls below a �xed value�

��



Fig� �� Angle�integrated energy spectra of secondary particles from the reaction

p�� GeV��
�Mo� As in Fig� �� solid and dashed histograms are calculated with the com�

pletion of the cascade stages of the reactions according to the CEM 	
�� 
� and to a

conventional ICM� respectively� The pion spectra are identical for both models�

For a preequilibrium nucleus with excitation energy E and number of excitons
n � p � h
 the partial transition probabilities changing the exciton number by !n
are

��n�p� h�E� �
�

�h
jM�nj���n�p� h�E� � ����

The emission rate of a nucleon of the type j into the continuum is estimated according
to the detailed balance principle

"j�p� h�E� �

E�BjZ
V c
j

�jc�p� h�E� T �dT 


�jc�p� h�E� T � �
sj � �

���h�
j	j�p� h�

��p � �� h�E �Bj � T �

��p� h�E�
T�inv�T � 
 ����

where sj
 Bj
 V c
j 
 and j are the spin
 binding energy
 Coulomb barrier
 and reduced

mass of the emitted particle
 respectively� The factor 	j�p� h� ensures the condition
for the exciton chosen to be the particle of type j and can easily be calculated by
the Monte Carlo technique�
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Assuming an equidistant level scheme with the single�particle density g
 we have
the level density of the n�exciton state as ��	�

��p� h�E� �
g�gE�p�h��

p#h#�p� h� ��#
� ���

This expression should be substituted into Eq� ����� For the transition rates ����

one needs the number of states taking into account the selection rules for intranu�
clear exciton�exciton scattering� The appropriate formulae have been derived by
Williams ���� and later corrected for the exclusion principle and indistinguishability
of identical excitons in Refs� ���
 ����

���p� h�E� �
�


g
�gE �A�p � �� h� ����

n � �

�
gE �A�p� �� h� ��

gE �A�p� h�
�n��




���p� h�E� �
�


g
�gE �A�p� h��

n
�p�p� �� � �ph � h�h� ��� 


���p� h�E� �
�


gph�n� � 
 ����

where A�p� h� � �p� � h� � p � h��� � h�� By neglecting the di�erence of matrix
elements with di�erent !n
 M� �M� � M� �M 
 we estimate the value of M for a
given nuclear state by associating the ���p� h�E� transition with the probability for
quasi�free scattering of a nucleon above the Fermi level on a nucleon of the target
nucleus� Therefore
 we have

� ��vrel�vrel 	

Vint
�
�

�h
jM j� g�gE �A�p � �� h� ���

n� �

�
gE �A�p� �� h � ��

gE �A�p� h�
�n��

� ����

Here
 Vint is the interaction volume estimated as Vint �
�
�
��rc������
 with the De

Broglie wave length ��� corresponding to the relative velocity vrel �
q
Trel�mN �

A value of the order of the nucleon radius is used for rc in CEM�	� rc � ��� fm�
The averaging in the left�hand side of Eq� ���� is carried out over all excited

states taking into account the Pauli principle in the approximation

� ��vrel�vrel 	�� ��vrel� 	� vrel 	 � ��	�

The averaged cross section � ��vrel� 	 is calculated according to Eqs� ������ The rel�
ative kinetic energy of colliding particles necessary to calculate� vrel 	 and the factor

 in Eqs� ��
�� is estimated in the so�called �right�angle collision� approximation ����

i�e� as a sum of the mean kinetic energy of an excited particle �exciton� measured
from the bottom of the potential well Tp � TF �E�n plus the mean kinetic energy of
an intranuclear nucleon partner TN � �TF�	
 that is Trel � Tp� TN � �TF�	�E�n�
Combining ����
 ��� and ����
 we get �nally for the transition rates�

���p� h�E� �
� ��vrel�vrel 	

Vint



��



���p� h�E� �
� ��vrel�vrel 	

Vint

n� �

n

�
gE �A�p� h�

gE �A�p � �� h� ��

�n�� p�p � �� � �ph � h�h� ��

gE �A�p� h� 


���p� h�E� �
� ��vrel�vrel 	

Vint

�
gE �A�p� h�

gE �A�p� �� h� ��

�n��ph�n � ���n � �

�gE �A�p� h��� � ����

To economize on computing time
 in the version of CEM�	 used here the calcula�
tions are performed with the approximation A�p� h� � �� Our experience with many
years of calculations in the framework of the CEM shows that at incident energies of
about ��� MeV and above the use of such an approach does not signi�cantly change
the �nal results but allows us to reduce signi�cantly the computing time�

The CEM predicts forward peaked �in the laboratory system� angular distribu�
tions for secondary particles� Primarily
 this is due to the high asymmetry of the
cascade component �for ejected nucleons and pions�� Another possibility for forward
peaked distributions of nucleons and composite particles emitted during the preequi�
librium interaction stage is related to retention of some memory of the projectile$s
direction� It means that along with energy conservation we need to take into ac�
count the conservation of linear momentum P � at each step when a nuclear state is
getting complicated� In a phenomenological approach this can be realized in di�er�
ent ways ���
 ���� The simplest way consists in sharing an incoming momentum P �

�similarly to energy E�

�� between an ever�increasing number of excitons interacting in
the course of equilibration of the nuclear system� In other words
 the momentumP �

should be attributed only to n excitons rather than to all A nucleons� Then
 particle
emission will be symmetric in the rest frame of the n�exciton system
 but will have
some forward peaking in both the laboratory and center�of�mass reference frames�

In another approach to the asymmetry e�ect for the preequilibrium component

the nuclear state with a given excitation energy E� should be speci�ed not only by
the exciton number n but also by the momentum direction %� Following Ref� ����

the master equation ���� from Ref� ���� can be generalized for this case provided
that the angular dependence for the transition rates ��
 ��
 and �� �Eq� ���� is
factorized� In accordance with Eqs� ���� and ��	�
 in the CEM it is assumed that

� � 	�� � 	 F �%� 


where

F �%� �
d�free�d%R
d%�d�free�d%�

�

The scattering cross section d�free�d% is assumed to be isotropic in the reference
frame of the interacting excitons
 thus resulting in an asymmetry in the laboratory
frame� This calculational scheme is easily realized by the Monte Carlo technique�
Calculations ���
 ��� have shown that both methods give rise to similar distributions
for preequilibrium particles� In comparing with experiment
 the details of these dis�
tributions become more obscured due to the contribution of cascade and evaporative
�equilibrium� components� In CEM�	 we use the second method to allow for the
asymmetry of a particle emitted at the preequilibrium interaction stage�

��



Complex particles can be produced in nucleon�nucleus reactions at di�erent in�
teraction stages and due to many mechanisms� These may include fast processes like
direct knock�out
 pick�up reactions or �nal state interactions resulting in coalescence
of nucleons into a complex particle� CEM�	 neglects all these processes at the cas�
cade interaction stage� Therefore
 fast complex particles can appear in our approach
only due to preequilibrium processes� We assume that in the course of a reaction pj
excited particles are able to condense with probability �j forming a complex particle
which can be emitted during the preequilibrium state� A modi�cation of Eq� ���� for
the complex particle emission rates is described in detail in Refs� ���
 ���� The �con�
densation� probability �j is estimated as the overlap integral of the wave function of
independent nucleons with that of the complex particle �cluster�

�j � p�j �Vj�V �
pj�� � p�j �pj�A�

pj�� � ����

This is a rather crude estimate and we will see below that it does not provide a
good prediction of emission of preequilibrium��particles� In the usual way the values
�j are taken from �tting the theoretical preequilibrium spectra to the experimental
ones
 which gives rise to an additional
 as compared to ����
 dependence of the factor
�j on pj and excitation energy �see
 e�g� Refs� ����
 ������ In virtue of the variety
of complex particle emission mechanisms mentioned above
 we do not see a physical
justi�cation for such a �tting procedure ���
 ���� Therefore
 the condensation prob�
ability �j was de�ned in the CEM by the relation ���� just as a �rst approximation�
The single�particle density gj for complex particle states is found in the CEM by as�
suming the complex particles move freely in the uniform potential well whose depth
is equal to the binding energy of this particle in a nucleus ����

gj�T � �
V �sj � ���j����

����h�
�T � Bj�

��� � ����

As we stated previously
 this is a crude approximation� Another approach is to
assume preformed alpha clusters
 whose preformation probability is adjusted to �t
observed alpha particle spectra ���
 ����� The clusters are assumed to be single
excitons with a level density g� � g���

The angular distributions of preequilibrium complex particles are assumed ���� to
be similar to those for the nucleons in each nuclear state� However
 the angular dis�
tributions summed up over all populated nuclear states will certainly di�er
 because
the branching ratios for di�erent particles depend in detail on the decaying nuclear
states�

By �preequilibrium particles� we mean particles which have been emitted after
the cascade stage of the reaction but before achieving statistical equilibrium at a
time teq
 which is �xed by the condition ���neq� E� � ���neq� E� from which we get
neq �

p
gE� At t � teq �or n � neq�
 the behavior of the remaining excited com�

pound nucleus is described in the framework of both the Weisskopf�Ewing statistical
theory of particle evaporation ����� and �ssion competition according to the Bohr
and Wheeler theory ���	��

�	



In the initial version of the CEM ���
 ���
 which was used mainly to describe spec�
tra of secondary particles from interactions of nucleons with not too heavy targets
at energies of about ��� MeV and below
 several e�ects such as pairing energy
 an�
gular momentum of preequilibrium and evaporated particles and rotational energies
of compound and precompound nuclei
 as well as �ssion of compound nuclei were
not taken into account and calculations were performed with constant values for the
level density parameters a � Const � A�� Such an approach was quite justi�ed for
those problems that have been solved in the framework of that version ���
 ���� It
is well known from the literature that excitation functions are more sensitive to the
physics of any model and to the values of input parameters than are inclusive spectra
of secondary particles�

To be able to analyze reactions with heavy targets and to describe accurately ex�
citation functions over a wider range of incident particle energy
 the CEM has been
extended recently ��	�� The extended version incorporates the competition between
evaporation and �ssion of compound nuclei
 takes into account pairing energies
 con�
siders the angular momentum of preequilibrium and evaporated particles and the
rotational energy of excited nuclei
 and can use more realistic nuclear level densities
�with Z
 N 
 and E� dependences of the level density parameter�� In the version
of the CEM realized in the code CEM�	
 the following models for the level density
parameters are incorporated� Malyshev$s ����� systematics for a � a�Z�N� and �
parameter sets for a � a�Z�N�E��� two from Ignatyuk et al� ����
 ����
 two from
Cherepanov and Iljinov �����
 and four from Iljinov et al� ������ The possibility of
calculating with a � a�A
 where a� is a constant input value �as in the earlier ver�
sions� is also provided� In CEM�	
 it is possible to calculate with three di�erent
shell and pairing corrections
 namely those due to Cameron �����
 Truran
 Cameron
and Hilf ����
 and Myers and Swiatecki ������ A comprehensive comparison of level
density parameters �and of level densities themselves
 for several excited compound
nuclei� calculated in the framework of these models with the available experimental
data may be found in the recent review ������

The following models for �ssion barriers are incorporated in CEM�	� the phe�
nomenological approach of Barashenkov et al� ���	�
 the semiphenomenological ap�
proach of Barashenkov and Gereghi �����
 the liquid�drop model �LDM� with Myers
and Swiatecki$s parameters �����
 the LDM with Pauli and Ledergerber$s parame�
ters �����
 the single�Yukawa modi�ed LDM of Krappe and Nix �����
 the Yukawa�
plus�exponential modi�ed LDM of Krappe
 Nix
 and Sierk �����
 the subroutine
BARFIT of Sierk ���� which provides macroscopic �ssion barriers of rotating nuclei
in the Yukawa�plus�exponential modi�ed LDM �����
 double�humped �ssion barri�
ers for transuranium nuclides as proposed in Ref� ����
 giving a �xed input value
for single�humped �ssion barriers Bf 
 and giving �xed input values BA

f and BB
f for

double�humped �ssion barriers�

�Here and everywhere below� the level density parameter a is de�ned in units of ��MeV� but for
the sake of brevity we do not explicitly write this unit�

��



CEM�	 allows one to calculate both without taking into account the dependence
of Bf on the excitation energy E� and with the dependences Bf �E�� proposed by
Barashenkov et al� ��� and by Sauer
 Chandra
 and Mosel �����

With CEM�	 one may calculate either without taking into account the depen�
dence of Bf on the angular momentum L of a �ssioning nucleus
 or with the de�
pendences Bf �L� estimated by a phenomenological approach with the values for the
moment of inertia of a nucleus at the nonrotating saddle�point from Ref� ���� or
from ��	�
 or by using the subroutine BARFIT of Sierk ����� To calculate Bf 
 three
di�erent models ����������� for ground�state shell and pairing corrections may be
used�

A detailed comparison of these di�erent �ssion barriers and an analysis in the
framework of the extended version of the CEM of nuclear �ssilities and �ssion cross
sections for several nuclei
 including a comparison with available experimental data

are given in the recent review ����� An example of the dependence of calculated ��	U
proton�induced �ssion cross sections on these di�erent models for �ssion barriers and
level density parameters may be found in Ref� �����

Every model for �ssion barriers
 shell and pairing corrections
 and level density
parameter a incorporated in the code CEM�	 may be selected by input switches
that permit one to perform calculations either with �the best� set of parameters for
predictions in a wide range of incident energy and�or target nuclei
 or to choose a
speci�c model to analyze a speci�c characteristic in a special case�

We used in our recent extension of the CEM ��	
 ���
 ��� many results of Iljinov
et al� �����
 ���������
 who realized similar schemes in their cascade�evaporation
models� In the Weisskopf�Ewing statistical theory of particle emission ����� and
Bohr and Wheeler theory of �ssion ���	�
 the partial widths "j for the emission
of a particle j �j � n
 p
 d
 t
 �He
 �He� and "f for �ssion are expressed by the
approximate formulas �units� �h � c � �� see
 e�g�
 ����
 �����

"j �
�sj � ��mj

���c�Uc�

Uj�BjZ
Vj

�jinv�E��j�Uj �Bj � E�EdE 
 ����

"f �
�

��c�Uc�

Uf�BfZ
�

�f �Uf �Bf �E�dE � ���

Here �c
 �j
 and �f are the level densities of the compound nucleus
 the residual
nucleus produced after the emission of the j�th particle
 and of the �ssioning nucleus
at the �ssion saddle point
 respectively� mj
 sj and Bj are the mass
 spin and the
binding energy of the j�th particle
 respectively
 and Bf is the �ssion barrier height�
The code CEM�	 calculates the binding energies of particles using the Cameron
formulas �����
 and �jinv�E� is the inverse cross�section for absorption of the j�th
particle with kinetic energy E by the residual nucleus� The approximation proposed

��



by Dostrovsky et al� ����� is used


�jinv�E� � �jgeom�j

�
� �

�j
E

�

 ���

where

�jgeom � �R�
j � Rj � &r�A

���
fj � &r� � ��	 fm � ��

�n � ���� � �A����
fj �

�n � ���A����
fj � ���	���n �

For charged particles �j � �Vj 
 where Vj is the e�ective Coulomb barrier and
the constants �j are calculated for a given nucleus by interpolating the values of
Ref� ������ Following Refs� ���
 ���
 the angular momentum dependence of the
level density is approximated by ��E�� L� � ��U� ��
 where U � E��ER and ER are
the �thermal� and rotational energies of the nucleus
 respectively�

Uc � E� � Ec
R �!c � Uj � E� �Ej

R �!j � Uf � E� � Ef
R �!f �

Here
 E� is the total excitation energy of the compound nucleus� Ec
R
 E

j
R
 and Ef

R

are the rotational energies for the compound
 residual
 and �ssioning nucleus at the
saddle point
 respectively
 and they are determined as�

Egs
R �

L�L� ���h�

Jrb
�

Esp
R �

L�L� ���h�

Jsp
� ���

Jrb � ���mNr
�
�A

���� ���

Here
 L is the angular momentum of the nucleus
 mN is the nucleon mass
 and the
values calculated and plotted in ���� or tabulated in ��	� are used for the moment
of inertia of a nucleus at the saddle�point Jsp�

Following Ref� �����
 the pairing energies of the compound nucleus !c
 of the
residual nucleus !j
 and of the �ssion saddle point !f are estimated as�

!c � �c � ��
q
Ac � !j � �j � ��

q
Afj � and !f � �c � ���

q
Ac �in MeV�� �	�

Afj � Ac�Aj
 where Ac and Aj are the mass numbers of the compound nucleus and
of the j�th particle
 and �k � �
 �
 or  for odd�odd
 odd�even
 or even�even nuclei

respectively�

Particle emission and �ssion widths ���
�� are obtained within the Fermi�gas
approach to the nuclear level density

��E�� � Const � expf
p
aE�g �

��



The �ssion cross section �f is determined by the ratio of the number Nf of �ssion
events to the total number Nt � Nel �Nin of Monte Carlo simulations in CEM�	


�f � �inPf � �in
Nf

Nin
� �geom

Nf

Nt
� ���

Here Pf is the �ssility of nucleus� In the case of low��ssility nuclei �e�g�
 gold�
Nf �� Nt
 and
 as a consequence
 a large number of cascades should be calculated
to obtain the value of �f with su�cient statistical accuracy
 so that the calculation
of �f becomes extremely time�consuming� Therefore
 besides the direct calculation
of the �ssion cross section via the expression ���
 we have incorporated in CEM�	
�following Barashenkov et al� ���� a Monte Carlo calculation by means of the sta�
tistical functions Wn �

QN
i�wni and Wf � � �Wn� Here
 Wn is the probability of

the nucleus to �drop� the excitation energy E� by a chain �cascade� of N successive
evaporations of particles� Wf is the probability for the nucleus to �ssion at one of
the chain stages� wni � � � wfi is the probability of particle emission at the i�th
stage of the evaporative cascade� wfi is the corresponding �ssion probability which
is easy to determine using the formulae ���
�� for the widths "j and "f � After the
subsequent averaging of Wf over the total number Nin of the cascades followed
 and
after multiplication of the result by the corresponding total inelastic cross section
�in
 we obtain the following expression for the �ssion cross section�

�f �
�in
Nin

NinX
i�

�Wf �i � ���

The intranuclear cascade model �	�� considers angular momenta of emitted par�
ticles as classical vectors mcas

i � �ripi�
 where ri is the radius vector at the exit of
the cascade particle i from the nucleus and pi is its momentum� Following Ref� ����

angular momenta of preequilibrium and evaporation particles are also considered as
classical vectors
 since j X

i

mcas
i j
 �� In CEM�	
 angular momenta of preequilib�

rium and evaporated particles mj are estimated in the sharp cut�o� approximation

as was proposed by Iljinov et al� ����� In this approach
 the distribution of mj

satis�es the expression

P �mj�dmj � mjdmj� � � mj � mmax
j �

q
j�Ej � Vj�Rj��h �

Here Rj is the radius of the interaction of the jth emitted particle with the residual
nucleus
 Ej 
 Vj 
 and j are the energy in the center�of�mass system
 Coulomb barrier

and reduced mass of the particle
 respectively� Following Ref� ����
 the spins of the
emitted particles are not taken into account when estimating the angular momen�
tum of the residual nuclei
 though they are taken into account in the corresponding
statistical factors of the emission rates ����� Angular momenta of residual nuclei
are calculated in CEM�	 without taking into account the spin of the initial target
nucleus and of intermediate nuclei during consecutive emission of particles�

��



Let us note that in CEM�	 nuclear structure is taken into account at the pree�
quilibrium and evaporation stages of reactions through the level density parameters

nuclear masses
 pairing energies
 and binding energies of secondary particles� As was
mentioned above
 CEM�	 uses nuclear masses from Ref� ����� while pairing energies
are calculated according to Eq� �	�� To take into account shell e�ects on level densi�
ties and their decrease with increasing excitation energy
 we used in our calculations
the third systematics for a�Z�N�E�� by Iljinov et al� ����� for all reactions except
interactions with the lightest ��C
 ��N
 and ��O targets
 for which
 to avoid some
calculational di�culties
 we used �xed values a � ���	A� Recall that the authors of
Ref� ����� have obtained this approximation for a�Z�N�E�� by �tting not only mea�
surements on neutron resonances but also data at higher excitation energies �using
the same Cameron$s mass formulas ������
 in a functional form proposed by Ignatyuk
et al� �����

a�Z�N�E�� � &a�A�

�
� � �Wgs�Z�N�

f�E� �!�

E� �!

�
� ���

where
&a�A� � �A� �A���Bs ���

is the asymptotic Fermi�gas value of the level density parameter at high excitation
energies� Here
 Bs is the ratio of the surface area of the nucleus to the surface area
of a sphere of the same volume �for the ground state of a nucleus
 Bs � ��
 and

f�E�� � �� exp���E�� � ����

For the parameters �
 �
 and �
 the authors of Ref� ����� have found di�erent values
from those of Ignatyuk et al� �����
 namely

� � ����� � � ��	�� � � ���	 MeV�� � ����

Let us note as well that in CEM�	 collective e�ects are not taken into account
explicitly� In Ref� �����
 the values of parameters �
 �
 and � ���� were �tted �also

without explicit collective terms� to the experimental resonance spacing and other
data
 therefore they include collective e�ects in a non�explicit
 phenomenological way�
Our experience shows that for the version of the CEM realized in the code CEM�	 the
systematics ������ for a�Z�N�E�� provides a good overall agreement with di�erent
experimental data
 therefore we use it in our present study�

In CEM�	
 all other CEM parameter values are �xed and are the same as de�
scribed in Refs� ���
 ����

At the end of this section we show a typical example of how the code CEM�	
describes the inclusive spectra of secondary nucleons and �ssion cross sections� Fig� �
shows a comparison of calculated and measured inclusive spectra of neutrons �����
and protons ���� from p��� MeV��
�Zr� To illustrate the relative role of the CEM
nucleon production mechanisms
 the cascade
 preequilibrium
 and evaporative com�
ponents of angle�integrated energy spectra are shown separately in the upper part

�



of Fig� �� In the lower part
 only the sums of all three components are shown for
double�di�erential cross sections for �ve laboratory angles� One can see that CEM�	
reproduces well the absolute value and the change in the spectrum shape with in�
creasing emission angle both for secondary protons and neutrons�

As an example
 the incident energy dependence of experimental ����
 ���� and
calculated �ssion cross section for interaction of neutrons with ��	U is shown in Fig� ��
We performed these calculations with Krappe
 Nix
 and Sierk �ssion barriers �����

Cameron shell and pairing corrections �����
 the third Iljinov et al� systematics for the
level density parameters �����
 with a dependence Bf�L� estimated by a phenomeno�
logical approach �formulas ������ from Ref� ����� with the value of the moment
of inertia of a nucleus at the saddle�point Jsp from Ref� ����
 without taking into
account the dependence of Bf on excitation energy E�
 and with the value for the
ratio af�an � ���� For comparison
 two values of �ssion cross sections calculated
in Ref� ���	� with the well known code LAHET ����� are shown for Tn � ��� and
��� MeV� One can see that CEM�	 describes correctly �and no worse than LAHET�
the shape and the absolute value of the �ssion cross section at these intermediate
incident energies�

�



Fig� �� Angle�integrated energy distributions �upper row� and double di�erential cross

sections �lower row� of neutrons and protons from �� MeV protons on 
�Zr� In the upper

row� histograms �� �� �� and � show the total spectra and contributions of cascade� pre�

equilibrium� and evaporative components� respectively� In the lower row� di�erent emission

angles are drawn with di�erent symbols� as indicated� The experimental data are from

Ref� 	��� for neutrons and from Ref� 	��� for protons�





Fig� �� Energy dependence of the neutron�induced �ssion cross section of ��	U� Calcu�

lations are performed with Krappe� Nix� and Sierk �ssion barriers 	���� Cameron shell and

pairing corrections 	���� the third Iljinov et al� systematics for the level density parame�

ters 	���� with a dependence Bf �L� estimated by a phenomenological approach �formulas

������� from Ref� 	��
� with the value for the moment of inertia of a nucleus at the saddle�

point Jsp from Ref� 	���� without taking into account the dependence of Bf on excitation

energy E�� and with the value for the ratio af�an � ����� The experimental points are

from Refs� 	���� ���� For comparison� two values of �f calculated at Tn � ��� and �
�

MeV in Ref� 	��� with the code LAHET 	��
 are shown by open triangles�

�



�� Sensitivity of Results to Details of Calculations and Input
Parameters

Our previous analysis of excitation functions in the framework of the CEM has
shown ��	� that if one uses the usual �default� parameters
 CEM�	 describes satisfac�
torily �and no worse than other models� the majority of isotope yields in the spallation
region� At the same time
 for a few cases in the same spallation region where the
model �has to work�
 it underestimates or overestimates some individual measured
excitation functions
 sometimes by a order of magnitude� Similar results have been
obtained by many authors with other codes �see
 e�g� Refs� ���
 �
 ��
 ���
 ������
To understand this situation
 we �rst perform a detailed analysis of the dependence
of calculated excitation functions on those input parameters of the CEM which can
be changed without a�ecting the basis of the model� Moreover
 such a study seems
to be necessary
 as to our knowledge there is not a common point of view in the
literature on the question� �How do calculated excitation functions depend on the
input values of the same parameters used in di�erent models'�

Our �rst
 trivial but necessary test was as follows� The voluminous and time�
consuming calculations of this study were performed using di�erent UNIX machines
and DOS PCs at JINR �Dubna�
 ORNL �Oak Ridge�
 and CEA �Bruy(eres�le�Ch)atel��
As we used di�erent FORTRAN compilers on UNIX and DOS machines
 it was
important to check that the code would run without problems on all these di�erent
machines and that the results would be the same� As a test
 the reaction p��
Co
has been calculated for the same incident energies on all the machines used� Within
statistical errors
 we have obtained the same results
 serving as a convincing proof of
the reliability of CEM�	�

Our second test is done to understand how the extended version of the model
��	�
 realized in the code CEM�	
 describes excitation functions as compared to the
standard version of the CEM ���
 ���� We perform calculations with both versions
of the CEM for several dozens of excitation functions for di�erent target nuclei� As
an example
 Fig� 	 shows a comparison of experimental ���
 ��
 ��
 	�
 ��� excitation
functions for the production of ��Si
 ��Al
 ��Na
 ��Na
 �He
 �He
 t
 and d from p���Al
with predictions of both versions of the CEM� Similar results are obtain for other
targets� One can see that on the whole
 the extended version ��	� agrees better with
experimental data than the standard CEM ���
 ��� does�

Our next test was to analyze the dependence of calculated excitation functions
on the inverse cross sections �jinv�E� used in calculations� In CEM�	
 inverse cross
sections are used to calculate partial widths "j for particle emission at preequilibrium
stages of reactions according to Eq� ����
 and at the evaporative stages
 according to
Eq� ����� We calculate �jinv�E� using the almost �� year old approximation ��
�
by Dostrovsky et al� �����
 which in principle should be replaced by a newer one

taking into account all available experimental data� To understand how our results
depend on �jinv�E�
 we perform calculations with the Dostrovsky et al� ����� value
for &r� in Eq� �� of ��	 fm
 and with &r� � ��� fm� An example of such calculations
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for the production of ��Fe
 ��Mn
 �
Cr
 �
V
 ��K
 and ��Cl from p���Fe is shown in
Fig� �� Similar results are obtained for other reactions�

Fig� �� Excitation functions for the production of d� t� �He� �He� ��Si� ��Al� ��Na� and
��Na from p���Al calculated with the extended version 	�� of the CEM �solid lines� and

with the standard version 	
� with a � ���A �dashed lines�� Experimental data are labeled

as� BA�� 	��� KO�� 	
�� NUCLEX 	�
� ��� and BOD�� 	���

	



Fig� 
� Dependence of calculated excitation functions for the production of ��Fe� ��Mn�
�
Cr� �
V� ��K� and ��Cl from p���Fe on the value of �r� in Eq� ���� for the inverse cross

sections� solid lines are calculated with �r� � ��� fm and dashed lines with �r� � ��� fm�

Experimental data are labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� ��� VI
� 	���� LA
� 	���� RU�� 	����

AL��b 	���� and HON
� 	����

One can see that our excitation functions are not very sensitive to the inverse
cross sections used in the calculations� Only in a few cases
 and at not too high
incident energies
 do excitation functions calculated with &r� � ��	 fm di�er from the
ones calculated with &r� � ��� fm by a factor of two� So
 we can conclude that the
few previously mentioned large discrepancies between experimental data and some
excitation functions calculated with CEM�	 observed in Ref� ��	� are not connected
with the old inverse cross sections used in the calculations� However
 as one can see
from Fig� �
 inverse cross sections do a�ect results in some cases up to a factor of
about 
 so we should use the best possible values of �jinv�E��
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Our next test is to �nd out how excitation functions predicted by CEM�	 depend
on the level density parameter used in the calculations� The fact that at incident
energies below � ��� MeV nuclear structure e�ects on level density parameters are
important and have to be properly taken into account in calculations of excitation
functions is well known and is often discussed in the literature ������������ Never�
theless
 there is no common point of view in the literature on this question� So
 in
Ref� ���	�
 it was found that proton�induced excitation functions calculated with the
code ALICE�� ����� agree better with experimental data using level density param�
eters calculated in the framework of the generalized super uid model of nuclei �����
as compared to the case of using of the Fermi�gas model value a � A���� �the same
conclusion was made in Ref� ������
 and just the opposite result was obtained in the
case of ��induced reactions� At higher incident energies of about � GeV
 where one
may expect that the in uence of level density parameters on calculated yields is of
less importance
 the situation is even more confused� Recently Fukahori has con�
cluded ����� that isotope production cross sections calculated at these energies with
the code ALICE�P are not sensitive to the level density parameter� The di�erence
of results obtained with the Fermi�Gas Model
 with Ramamurthy$s method ��	��

and with the Liquid Drop Model for the level density parameter was only about 	*
������ On the contrary
 Nishida and Nakahara ��	�� have found that the distribu�
tion of some isotopes of the non��ssion component from p����Np interactions at 	��
MeV calculated with the code NUCLEUS ��	� with the values for the level density
parameter a � A���
 A��
 A���
 A�	
 and calculated according to an expression
derived by Le Couteur ��	�� di�er both in shape and absolute value by about one
order of magnitude �see Fig�  from Ref� ��	����

The in uence of the level density parameter on excitation functions calculated by
CEM�	 was not studied previously and
 as the information presented in the literature
with other codes is contradictory
 we perform a detailed analysis of this point here�
In Ref� ��	�
 it was found that the main CEM nuclide production mechanism in
the spallation region is the successive emission of several nucleons
 while emission
of complex particles is of importance �and may even be the only mechanism for
production of a given isotope in a limited range of energy� only at low incident
energies
 near the threshold
 while with increasing energy its relative role quickly
decreases� Taking this into account
 one may try to obtain an overview of the question
of how the level density parameter a�ects excitation functions predicted by CEM�	
in the spallation region from a study of the in uence of the level density parameter
on the mean multiplicities �or yields� of emitted particles� As an example
 Table I
summarizes the ratios of mean multiplicities of n
 p
 d
 t
 �He
 and �He emitted from
p��
Co interactions at 	�
 	��
 and 	��� MeV calculated with a � ���	A
 ����A
 and
���	A to the ones calculated using the third Iljinov et al� ����� systematics ������ for
a�Z�N�E��� Fig� � shows the yields of n
 p
 d
 t
 �He
 and �He calculated with these
four level density parameters for proton incident energies from �� MeV to 	 GeV�
One can see that the yields of neutrons and protons predicted by CEM�	 depend very
weakly on the value of the level density parameter a� The biggest di�erence of the
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ratios for nucleons shown in Table I
 may be seen for neutrons
 at an incident energy
of 	� MeV when one passes from a � ���	A to a � ���	A
 and it is only about ��*�
which is consistent with the conclusion of Fukahori ����� and does not agree with the
results of Nishida and Nakahara ��	��� The yields of complex particles predicted by
CEM�	 depend more strongly on the level density parameter� the biggest di�erence
for the ratios shown in Table I is for emission of t at 	� MeV
 where it is about �*�

TABLE I
Ratios of mean multiplicities of secondary particles emitted from p��
Co

interactions at 	�
 	��
 and 	��� MeV calculated with the code CEM�	 with
a � ���	A
 ����A
 and ���	A to the ones calculated using the third Iljinov et

al� ����� systematics ������ for a�Z�N�E�� ��gures in parenthesis in the last row
show the corresponding mean multiplicities themselves�

Tp �MeV� Part� a � ���	A a � ����A a � ���	A a � a�Z�N�E�� �����

	� n ���� ��� ���� �� �������
p ���� ���� ���� �� ���	���
d ���� ���� ��	� �� ��������
t ���� ���� ���� �� ���������

�He ���� ���� ���� �� ���������
�He ���� ���	 ��	� �� ��������

	�� n ��� ��� ���� �� ������
p ���� ���� ���� �� ������
d ���� ���� ���� �� �������
t ���	 ���� ��	� �� ��������

�He ���	 ���	 ���� �� �����	�
�He ���� ��� ���� �� �������

	��� n ���� ���� ���	 �� ������
p ��� ���� ���� �� �	�	��
d ���� ���� ��� �� �������
t ���� ���� ���� �� �������

�He ���� ���� ���� �� ������
�He ���� ���	 ���� �� ���	��
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Fig� �� Excitation functions for the production of �He� �He� t� d� p� and n from p��
Co

calculated with the third Iljinov et al� systematics for a�Z�N�E�� �solid lines� and with

�xed values a � ����A� a � ����A� and a � ����A �dashed lines�� as indicated�

This is much lower than the corresponding di�erences of about two orders of mag�
nitude shown in Table I of the work by Nishida and Nakahara ��	��� Therefore
 we
may expect
 as was concluded by Fukahori �����
 that isotope yield production in
the spallation region for these incident energies is not sensitive to the level density
parameter� This inference can also be drawn from Fig� �
 where mass�yield distribu�
tions from p��
Co at 	�
 ��
 ���
 and ��� MeV calculated with CEM�	 using the
four values cited above for the level density parameter are shown together with the
available experimental data ��
 ��
 ���
 ����� �Note that the experimental points in
Fig� � show the yields of only the several measured nuclides indicated in the �gure

while the calculated histograms represent sums over all produced isobars
 therefore
an exact comparison between them is not possible
 and we show the experimental
data only as a guide��
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Fig� �� Mass�yield distributions from p��
Co at ��� ���� 
��� and ���� MeV calculated

with the third Iljinov et al� systematics for a�Z�N�E�� �solid lines� and with �xed values

a � ����A� a � ����A� and a � ����A �dashed lines�� as indicated� Experimental data for

incident energies and nuclides shown in the �gure are labeled as� MI�� 	���� MI�� 	���

MI�� 	��� and SHV�� 	����

One can see that for all these incident energies
 mass�yield distributions calculated
with di�erent values of a are very close to each other
 especially in the spallation
region� Only for �nal isobars far away from the target nucleus do the di�erences of
calculated yields increase slightly
 but still remain within a factor of two� Similar
results are obtained for charge�yield distributions� Such results suggest to us that on
the whole
 excitation functions calculated with the CEM�	 in the spallation region
are not very sensitive to the level density parameter�

A more detailed analysis of all possible excitation functions shows that such a
conclusion is not exactly correct� We perform calculations of all possible excitation

��



functions for interactions of protons with energies from �� MeV up to 	 GeV with
�
Co using the four values of a cited above� Figs� ��� show our results for the
production of all nuclides for which we are able to �nd experimental data
 as well as
for �
Ni
 the simplest reaction channel�

��



Fig� �� Excitation functions for the production of �
Ni� ��Ni� ��Ni� �	Co� ��Co� ��Co�

and ��Co from p��
Co calculated with the third Iljinov et al� systematics for a�Z�N�E��

�solid lines� and with �xed values a � ����A� a � ����A� and a � ����A �dashed lines�� as

indicated� The thick short dashed lines marked with a � are calculated as the solid ones

but with six times smaller pairing energies� �c � �c ���
p
Ac and �j � �j ���

p
Afj �see Eq�

������ Experimental data are labeled as� MI�� 	���� MI�� 	��� MI�� 	���� AL�� 	��
�

MI�� 	��� and SHV�� 	���� Here and in all following �gures� an �i� or �c� indicates whether

the experimental cross sections are given as independent or cumulative� respectively�
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Fig� ��� The same as Fig� � but for the production of �
Fe� ��Fe� ��Mn� ��Mn� ��Mn�
��Cr� and �	Cr� Experimental data are labeled as� AL�� 	��
� ZA�� 	���� MI�� 	����

MI�� 	��� SHV�� 	���� MI�� 	���� and MI�� 	���
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Fig� ��� The same as Fig� � but for the production of �	V� �	Sc� ��Sc� ��Sc� ��Sc� and
��Sc� Experimental data are labeled as� MI�� 	��� SHV�� 	���� MI�� 	���� AL�� 	��
�

and MI�� 	���

One can see that the majority of excitation functions calculated with these di�er�
ent values for a are very similar� This is true both for the production of most nuclides
near the target nucleus and for nuclides far away from it
 especially for nuclides with
large yields� However
 for some nuclides with low production cross sections
 the
in uence of a on calculated excitation functions is signi�cant� Sometimes results
obtained with di�erent values of a di�er up to a factor of ��� Unfortunately
 our
results for such nuclides are less precise due to poorer statistics in the Monte Carlo
simulation for these rare events� but the observed di�erences are greater than would
be explained by the statistical errors of the calculations� We obtain such results for
the production of several nuclides near the target nucleus� ��Ni and ��Co �Fig� ��

�
Fe and ��Fe �Fig� ���� for nuclides in the spallation region� �	Cr �Fig� ���
 �	Sc
�Fig� ���
 ��K and ��K �Fig� ��� and for nuclides in the fragmentation region
 far
away of the target� �	Mg and �Be �Fig� ���

��



Fig� ��� The same as in Fig� � but for the production of ��K� ��K� �	Mg� ��Na� ��Na� and
�Be� Experimental data are labeled as� MI�� 	��� SHV�� 	���� AL�� 	��
� and MI�� 	���

Let us note that the CEM does not contain a special mechanism for nuclear
fragmentation and does not pretend to describe the production of light fragments
like �Be from intermediate and heavy targets� But at high incident energies of about
� GeV and above
 a deep spallation with emission of a large number of nucleons from
the target nucleus takes place
 and as a result
 for not too heavy targets
 we have
events when residual nuclei at the end of all stages of reactions are just fragments�
This is only a small part of the total fragment production measured in experiments

but as one can see from Fig� � its cross section depends also strongly on the value
of level density parameter a� Summarizing all results shown in Figs� ���
 we
can conclude that the mean multiplicity of nucleons predicted by the CEM does
not depend signi�cantly on the level density parameter used in calculation
 and as
a result of this
 the mass�yield and charge�yield distributions of residual nuclei as

�	



well as excitation functions for the production of nuclides with large production
cross sections are not very sensitive to the level density parameter� But excitation
functions of some nuclides with small yields are more sensitive to the value of a�
Therefore
 to be able to predict correctly the production of arbitrary nuclides
 it is
necessary to perform calculations with reliable values for the level density parameter�

Although the level density parameter in uences the calculated nuclide yields
 we
do not think that those large discrepancies between some theoretical and experimen�
tal excitation functions observed in Ref� ��	� were caused by use of an inappropriate
value of a� we used in those calculations ��	� the third Iljinov et al� ����� systematics
������ for a�Z�N�E��
 which was tested to be �the best� set for CEM�	� We think
that such large discrepancies between some calculated and experimental excitation
functions are connected mainly with the energetics of reactions
 i�e�
 with the calcula�
tion of nuclear masses
 binding energies and consequent Q�values
 and with the shell
and pairing corrections used� The fact that excitation functions are very sensitive
to the nuclear masses and shell corrections used in calculations is well known in the
literature and this problem was analyzed in a number of recent works ���
 ���
 �	���
To our knowledge
 the in uence of pairing energies on excitation functions calculated
at energies of about � GeV and above has not been previously discussed� To under�
stand how pairing corrections in uence excitation functions calculated with CEM�	

we perform calculations for the reaction p��
Co with six times smaller pairing ener�

gies !c � �c � �
p
Ac and !j � �j � �

q
Afj
 as compared to �the standard� values

de�ned by Eq� �	�� The corresponding results are shown in Figs� ��� by thick
short�dashed lines which should be compared with the solid lines in the same �g�
ures� One can see that excitation functions for the production of some nuclides are
rather sensitive to the values of pairing energies used in calculations� This result is
unexpected� our experience shows that such characteristics of nuclear reactions as
inclusive spectra of secondary particles
 their integrals over energy and�or angles

mass�yield or charge�yield distributions of residual nuclei essentially do not depend
on the values of the pairing energy used in the CEM calculations at these incident
energies� As one can see from Figs� ���
 some excitation functions calculated with
di�erent values of pairing energies di�er by fairly large factors and these di�erences
even increase with increasing incident energy� To be able to predict arbitrary excita�
tion functions it is necessary to use values for the pairing energies which are reliable
and well tested for the whole range of incident energies�

Several special calculations show that our conclusions from analysis of p��
Co
interactions are also valid for other reactions� As an example
 Figs� ����� show
a comparison of experimental data with theoretical total inelastic cross section and
excitation functions for the production of �����O
 ��N
 �����C
 �����B
 ���
��Be
 
��Li
 and
�H from p���O calculated in the framework of the standard version of the CEM ����
with the value for &r� in Eq� �� of ��	 fm with �xed values for the level density
parameter a � ���	A �thick solid curves labeled as �� and a � �����A �thick dashed
curves labeled as � as well as to those calculated with the extended

��



Fig� ��� Total inelastic cross section and excitation functions for the production of ��O�
��O� ��N� ��C� ��C� ��B� and ��B from p���O calculated in the standard version of the CEM

	
� with a � �����A �curves �� and a � �����A �curves ��� and in the extended version 	��

for a � �����A with �r� � ��� fm �curves �� and �r� � ��� fm �curves ��� Experimental data

are labeled as� BARASHENKOV��� 	���� NUCLEX 	�
� ��� and YI
� 	����

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��Be� 
Be� �Be� 
Li� �Li� and �H

from p���O� Experimental data are labeled as� BOD�� 	��� AM�� 	�
�� NUCLEX 	�
� ���

YI
� 	���� and HON
� 	���� The rest of the notation is the same as in Fig� ���

version ��	� with a � �����A for &r� � ��	 fm �thin solid curves labeled as �� and
&r� � ��� fm �thin dashed curves labeled as ���

Although these calculations are performed for a smaller number of incident ener�
gies �therefore the curves connecting the calculated points are not smooth�
 one can
see that these excitation functions are not very sensitive either to a reasonable varia�
tion of the level density parameter a �compare curves � and � or to the inverse cross
sections �compare curves � and ��� But one can see large di�erences �compare curves
� and �� between results obtained with the original version of the CEM ���� and those
from the extended version ��	�� Just as in the case of �
Co
 we see that excitation
functions generally are very sensitive to the energetics �shell and pairing energies and
Q�values� of the reactions and much less so to the level density parameters and the
inverse cross sections used in calculations�

��



Let us dwell now on two important details of the calculation and comparison with
measured data� Many experimental data are obtained for targets of natural isotopic
composition� Our experience shows that such characteristics of nuclear reactions as
total inelastic cross sections
 spectra and multiplicities of secondary particles
 etc�
are not very sensitive to the values of mass�number A of the target used in CEM
calculations� For example
 for interactions of protons of 	�� MeV with iron
 spec�
tra of secondary particles calculated with CEM�	 separately for the stable isotopes
��Fe
 ��Fe
 ��Fe
 and �	Fe and then summed up with the corresponding weights of
each isotope in the target are practically the same as results obtained from a single
calculation of the p���Fe reaction� In the case of excitation functions
 the situation
is di�erent� As an example
 Fig� �	 shows available experimental data together with
excitation functions predicted by CEM�	 for the production of �	Co
 ��Co
 ��Co

��Co
 and ��Mn from interactions of protons with energies from �� MeV up to 	 GeV
with ��Fe
 ��Fe
 ��Fe
 �	Fe
 and natFe� One can see that both experimental and calcu�
lated excitation functions depend critically on the mass number of the target isotope�
Excitation functions for the production of the same nuclides from di�erent target iso�
topes di�er both in the shape and magnitude up to an order of magnitude and more
in the whole region of incident energies� Therefore
 to predict unknown excitation
functions from a target with a natural composition of isotopes
 it is necessary to
perform calculations for all isotopes of the target taking into account the percentage
of each� Similar problems arise when we would like to compare calculated and ex�
perimental excitation functions� for an accurate comparison it is necessary to know
the exact isotopic composition of experimental samples and to perform calculations
for the same composition
 otherwise we may obtain large discrepancies only because
we compare di�erent things�

The next problem for an accurate comparison between experimental and theoreti�
cal excitation functions is connected with the so called �individual� and �cumulative�
yields� All theoretical models give �individual� cross sections for the production of
speci�c nuclides at �zero time� after a nuclear reaction� On the contrary
 the gamma�
spectrometry method used in the majority of current measurements provides only
�cumulative� yields
 i�e�
 the �measured� cross sections contain contributions from
all radioactive precursors which through their decay chains lead to the production of
the detected nuclides� Only if there are no radioactive precursors contributing to a
given nuclide will the measured cross section be �independent�� For many nuclides

especially those produced from heavy targets
 the cumulative yields may be an order
of magnitude or more larger than the independent ones� Therefore
 one should be
very careful when comparing measured and calculated excitation functions
 as one
may obtain false di�erences of orders of magnitude simply due to comparison of dif�
ferent things� This point is especially important for models and codes which can
allow only a limited number of nucleons to be emitted from targets�

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of �	Co� ��Co� ��Co� ��Co� and ��Mn

from interaction of protons with di�erent isotopes of iron� as indicated� Experimental data

are labeled as� SU�� 	�
�� MI�� 	��� MI�� 	��� AL��b 	���� and NUCLEX 	�
� ���

��



Let us denote the �independent� yield of a nuclide �A�Z� by �i�A�Z� and the �cu�
mulative� yield
 by �cum�A�Z�� From the de�nition of cumulative yields we have ����

�cum�A�Z� � �i�A�Z� �
X

�A��Z��

b�A�� Z � � A�Z��i�A�� Z �� 
 ���

where b�A�� Z � � A�Z� is the fraction of decays of �A�� Z �� that go to �A�Z�� For a
decay chain

�A�� Z��� �A�� Z��� � � � � �An� Zn�

de�ned by decay constants �j 
 half�lives T
j
��� � ln ��j 
 and branching ratios rj the

cumulative yield of a nth nuclide in the �j 
 �n case can be calculated ���
 ���� as�

�cumn �An� Zn� � �in�An� Zn� �
�n��

��n�� � �n�

X
j

�ij�Aj� Zj�rj � ����

For the majority of cumulative yields calculated in the present work
 the factors
�n�����n�� � �n� in Eq� ���� and b�A�� Z � � A�Z� in Eq� ��� are very close to
one� For all targets and incident energies regarded here
 we perform at the beginning
calculations of individual yields for all possible nuclides
 then
 from these numerical
�les
 calculate the corresponding cumulative yields� To simplify this work
 we take
into account in our calculations only precursors �k� with branching rations rk nearly
equal to one
 and estimate cumulative yields approximately
 as�

�cum�A�Z� � �i�A�Z� �
X
k

�i�Ak� Zk� � ����

All precursors included in the calculations of each cumulative yield are shown ex�
plicitly in the �gures and tables with our results in the following section� We
use the radioactive decay chains and corresponding branching rations published in
Refs� ����
 �����

��



�� Results and Discussion

In this section we present results of calculation and analysis of 	�� excitation func�
tions for reactions induced by protons from �� MeV to 	 GeV on ��C
 ��N
 ��O
 ��Al

��P
 ��Ca
 ��Fe
 ��Fe
 ��Fe
 �	Fe
 natFe
 �
Co
 
�Zr
 
�Zr
 
�Zr
 
�Zr
 
�Zr
 natZr
 and
�
�Au� To some extent
 this study was inspired by the present International Codes
and Model Intercomparison for Intermediate Energy Activation Yields ����� Therefore
we have included in our analysis target elements of ��O
 ��Al
 natFe
 �
Co
 natZr
 and
�
�Au recommended by the Intercomparison as di�erent types of materials which are
important for technological applications ����� Oxygen is a main constituent of ambi�
ent air and shielding concrete� aluminum is a structural material and one of the best
investigated target nuclei being the most often used for monitoring purposes� iron
and zirconium are structural materials also well investigated experimentally� cobalt
was selected in order to test the model when calculating nuclide production near
closed shells� and gold was chosen to represent the heavy target elements� For these
targets
 we include in our work not only the excitation functions required by the In�
tercomparison ����
 but also all other excitation functions for which we found reliable
experimental data� Furthermore
 apart from the recommended targets of natFe and
natZr of natural isotopic composition
 we have included in our study also reactions
on all isotopes of iron and zirconium
 in order to analyze how excitation functions
for the production of the same nuclides from di�erent target isotopes depend on the
isotopic spin of the target and how well CEM�	 reproduces this e�ect� In addition to
the targets recommended by the Intercomparison ����
 we have included in our study
also reactions with nuclei of human tissue ��C
 ��N
 ��P
 and ��Ca
 for which reliable
data �les are needed for dosage calculation in radiation oncology� For all targets
considered in this work
 we calculate excitation functions for the production of all
possible nuclides in the framework of the extended version of the CEM ��	� using
the third systematics for a�Z�N�E�� by Iljinov et al� �����
 except for interactions
with the lightest ��C
 ��N
 and ��O targets
 for which
 to avoid some computational
troubles
 we use the �xed value a � ���	A and perform calculations with the stan�
dard version of the CEM ���
 ���� Below we show results for the production of those
nuclides for which we found reliable experimental data
 and as a prediction
 several
excitation functions that are not measured yet
 but are interesting for understanding
mechanisms of nuclear reactions and for some applications�

Let us show our results starting with the lightest target ��C and moving succes�
sively to heavier ones
 up to �
�Au�

��� Targets ��C� ��N� and ��O

These lightest targets are just �the most di�cult� for us
 as the CEM
 similarly to
other Monte Carlo statistical models
 is not well justi�ed for light nuclei� None of the
three stages of nuclear reactions considered by the CEM is well justi�ed physically

�



for such light targets� The separation energies of nucleons from light nuclei di�er
signi�cantly from the mean value of binding energy of � MeV used at the cascade
stage of a reaction
 the �trawling� e�ect mentioned in Section  is more important
for light targets
 but is not taken into account in CEM�	
 it is di�cult to justify
a division of a nucleus having only � nucleons into � potential zones
 etc� It is
also di�cult to justify a process of statistical equilibration with possible emission
of particles at the preequilibrium stage of reactions when after emission of several
cascade nucleons we may have a system with less than �� nucleons� It is even less well
justi�ed to evaporate particles at the last stage of reaction from a residual nucleus
with only a few nucleons
 when the assumptions of the evaporation model lose their
validity� It probably makes more sense to use for the description of de�excitation of
such light excited nuclei the Fermi breakup model
 at least for relatively high values of
excitation energy �see a detailed discussion of these questions
 e�g�
 in Refs� �	�
 ���

but this model is not incorporated into the CEM�

Taking all these points into account
 it is questionable to expect a good description
by the CEM of nuclide yields from such light targets� Nevertheless
 our previous
calculations ���� have shown that the CEM satisfactorily predicts spectra of secondary
particles even for ��C� It is interesting to check its applicability for a description of
excitation functions from such targets� Due to a lack of better grounded and suitable
models for incident energies of � � GeV and above
 similar statistical Monte Carlo
approaches as implemented
 e�g�
 in the codes HETC�KFA ���	�
 DISCA �����

CASCADE ����� are often used ���
 ��
 ���
 ���� to calculate excitation functions
from such light targets�

The total inelastic cross section �in and excitation functions for the production of
��N
 �����C
 ����Be
 
�	Li
 �����He
 t
 d
 p
 n
 ��
 ��
 and �� from p���C calculated in our
present work are shown in Figs� �� and �� together with available experimental data
���
 ��
 ��
 ��
 	�
 ��
 �	�
 ���
 ����� To understand the mechanisms of production
of �nal isotopes predicted by the CEM
 for ��C and ��C �Fig� ���
 the contributions
from the channels �p
d�
 �p
np�
 and �p
nd� to the total yields are shown separately�
For �He
 �He
 t
 d
 p
 and n
 the contributions to the total production cross sections
from preequilibrium emission
 evaporation
 and the cascade stage of the reaction
�for nucleons�
 as well as the contribution of residual nuclei remaining after all three
stages of the reactions are shown also in Fig� ��� For comparison
 predictions of
the phenomenological systematics by Korovin et al� ���� for the production of �He

�He
 and t
 are shown in Fig� �� as well� CEM�	 cross sections for the production
of �He shown in Fig� �� for ��C
 and in the following �gures for other targets
 are
independent
 without a contribution from the progenitor t�

Figs� �� and �� show a comparison of calculated �in and excitation functions for
the production of ��O
 ��N
 �����C
 ����Be
 
�	Li
 ���He
 ���H
 n
 and ������ from p���N
with available experimental data ���
 ��
 ��
 ��
 	�
 �	�
 ����� For the production of
	Li
 independent and cumulative yields calculated according to Eq� ���� are shown
separately�

��



Fig� �
� Total inelastic cross section and excitation functions for the the production of
��N� ��C� ��C� ��Be� �Be� 
Li� and 	Li from p���C� For ��C and ��C� dashed lines show con�

tributions from the channels �p�d�� �p�np�� and �p�nd� to the total yields� as indicated� Ex�

perimental data are labeled as� BARASHENKOV��� 	���� RI
� 	���� NUCLEX 	�
� ���

BOD�� 	��� AM�� 	�
�� and MI�� 	���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the the production of �He� �He� �He� t� d� p� n� ���

��� and �� from p���C� The contribution to the total yields of nucleons and complex

particles from preequilibrium emission� evaporation� and the cascade stage of the reaction

�for nucleons�� as well as the contribution of residual nuclei remaining after all three stages

of the reactions to the total CEM�� yields are shown separately by dashed lines� as indi�

cated� Experimental data are labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� ��� BA�� 	��� and KO�� 	
��

For �He� �He� and t� predictions of the phenomenological systematics by Korovin et al� 	
�

are shown by thick long dashed lines labeled by ��

�	



Fig� ��� Total inelastic cross section and excitation functions for the production of
��O� ��N� ��C� ��C� ��Be� and �Be from p���N� For �Be� the dashed line shows the results

obtained in Ref� 	�� with the hybrid model code ALICE LIVERMORE �� 	��� using the

Myers and Swiatecki mass formula 	��� �see Fig� � and details in Ref� 	���� Experimental

data are labeled as� BARASHENKOV��� 	���� NUCLEX 	�
� ��� BOD�� 	��� MI�� 	���

and AM�� 	�
��

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of 
Li� 	Li� �He� �He� t� d� p� n� ���

��� and �� from p���N� For 	Li� the independent and cumulative yields are shown by solid

and dashed lines� respectively� Experimental data are labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� �� and

BA�� 	���

The results of calculation of �in and of excitation functions for the production
of �����O
 ��N
 ��������C
 �����B
 ���
��Be
 
����Li
 ���He
 ���H
 n
 and ������ from p���O
are compared in Figs� �� with available experimental data ���
 ��
 ��
 ��
 ���

�	�
 �	�
 ����
 with results of calculations of ��Be yield using the codes ALICE
LIVERMORE �� ����� and HETC�KFA ���	� from Ref� ����� in Fig� �
 and with
the predictions of the phenomenological systematics from Ref� ���� for the production
of t in Fig� �

��



Fig� ��� Total inelastic cross section and excitation functions for the production of
��O� ��O� ��N� ��C� ��C� ��C� and ��B from p���O� For ��O and ��O� dashed lines show

the contributions from the channels �p�d�� �p�np�� �p�t�� �p�nd�� and �p��np� to the total

yields� as indicated� For ��N� ��C� and ��B� the independent and cumulative yields are

shown by solid and dashed lines� respectively �for ��N and ��C� they are practically the

same�� Experimental data are labeled as� BARASHENKOV��� 	���� NUCLEX 	�
� ���

and YI
� 	����

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��B� ��Be� 
Be� �Be� 
Li� �Li� and
�Li from p���O� For ��Be� the results from Fig� � of Ref� 	�
� calculated with the codes

ALICE LIVERMORE �� 	��� and HETC�KFA� 	�
� are shown by dotted and dashed

lines� respectively� Experimental data are labeled as� YI
� 	���� BOD�� 	��� AM�� 	�
��

NUCLEX 	�
� ��� and MI�� 	��� The rest of the notation is the same as in Fig� ���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of �He� �He� t� d� p� n� ��� ��� and ��

from p���O� The contribution to the total yields from cascade� preequilibrium� evaporation

emission� and from residual nuclei after all three stages of the reaction are shown separately

by dashed lines� as indicated� For t� the prediction of phenomenological systematics from

Ref� 	
� is shown by a thick long dashed line marked with an �s�� Experimental data are

labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� �� and HON
� 	����

	�



Contributions from the channels �p
d�
 �p
np�
 �p
t�
 �p
nd�
 and �p
np� to the
total yields are shown in Fig� � for the production of ��O and ��O
 and from cascade

preequilibrium
 evaporation emissions
 and from residual nuclei
 are shown in Fig� 
for �He
 �He
 t
 d
 p
 and n
 respectively�

One can see that
 on the whole
 the agreement between calculations and exper�
imental data is poor for these light targets� Sometimes
 the CEM reproduces the
shapes
 and for some reactions
 the absolute values of measured excitation func�
tions for not too low incident energies� But for several reactions
 like ��C�p
�p���Be

��N�p
x���C
 ��N�p
x��Be
 ��O�p
x���N
 the CEM fails to reproduce correctly the form
of experimental data� For other reactions
 like ��C�p
x��Be
 ��N�p
x���N
 ��O�p
x���Be

the form of experimental excitation functions are reproduced satisfactorily but the
di�erence in the absolute values is too large�

As discussed above
 there are many aspects of the CEM not appropriate to such
light targets and there are many causes of the observed discrepancies� Nevertheless

taking into account the results presented in Section �
 we think that such serious
discrepancies are caused mainly by poor nuclear masses
 binding energies
 and con�
sequent Q�values used in CEM�	 for these nuclides� First
 we calculate the binding
energies of preequilibriumand evaporative particles using the Cameron formula ������
This formula is old and fails to describe correctly the masses of some nuclides� It is
preferable to use for this purpose the recent experimental mass tables ���� and where
they are absent
 some new and more reliable mass formulas
 e�g�
 from Ref� ������
This has been done in a newer version of the CEM
 and its e�ect will be discussed in
a separate paper� A more serious problem for light nuclides are masses and binding
energies used at the cascade stage of reactions� The Dubna ICM �	�� used as the
�rst stage of reactions in the CEM is a purely classical approach which does not
use any nuclear structure e�ects� The mass of a nucleus is calculated in the ICM
simply as the atomic mass number times the mean mass of a nucleon
 and a mean
separation energy for nucleons BN � � MeV is used for all nuclides� The last point is
partially justi�ed only for medium and heavy nuclei
 but for light targets
 it is often
strongly violated� So
 if ��Be is produced in the reaction ��C�p
�p���Be via a consecu�
tive emission of three protons
 the experimental separation energies for these protons
are ���� �����		�
 �	��	��
 and ����� MeV
 respectively
 which di�er signi�cantly
from the value of � MeV used in the CEM� In the case of the production of ��C
from p���O
 the experimental separation energies of the three consecutively emitted
protons are ���� ��	��
 ������
 and ������� MeV
 which also di�er greatly from
� MeV� We think that this is one of the weaker points of CEM�	 and of all codes
using �xed values for the mean nucleon binding energy BN of cascade nucleons
 if
one wishes to describe with these codes yields of nuclides from light targets� This
includes all modi�cations of HETC ����� using the standard Bertini ICM ���� with
BN � � MeV
 HETC��STEP ��� �BN � � MeV�
 NUCLEUS ��	� �BN � � MeV�

and INUCL ���	� �BN � 	�� MeV�� Probably it is necessary to use in CEM�	 and
other codes experimental mass tables augmented by new and reliable mass formulas
for the cascade stage of reactions
 as is already done in some codes
 like DISCA �����

	�



or CASCADE ������
For comparison
 the results of Michel$s group for the production of �Be from ��N

obtained in Ref� ���� with the hybrid model code ALICE LIVERMORE �� �����
using the Myers and Swiatecki mass formula ����� are shown in Fig� ��
 and the
yields of ��Be from ��O calculated with the codes ALICE LIVERMORE �� �����
and HETC�KFA ���	� from Ref� ����� are shown in Fig� �� One can see that
HETC�KFA ���	� also fails to reproduce the excitation function ��O�p
x���Be
 while
ALICE LIVERMORE �� ����� reproduces correctly the production of ��Be from ��O
but fails to describe the reaction ��N�p
x��Be�

As the CEM reasonably describes the spectra of nucleons
 pions and composite
particles from such light targets ����
 the corresponding excitation functions for the
production of �He
 �He
 t
 and d agree better with the scarce available experimental
data and with predictions of phenomenological systematics by Korovin et al� ����
�Figs� ��
 ��
 and � than do those for production of heavier nuclei� We do not
know of any experimental data for yields of nucleons and pions from these targets

so our results shown in Figs� ��
 ��
 and  for these cross sections may serve as
predictions�

When our study was completed
 two new papers by Michel$s group were pub�
lished ����
 ���� They contain new measurements for these and other targets consid�
ered in our work
 as well as results of calculations with the codes HETC�KFA ���	�
and AREL ����� which is a relativistic version of the popular hybrid model code AL�
ICE� As a detailed comparison with these new data and calculations is not included
in the present paper
 let us note only that neither HETC�KFA ���	� nor AREL �����
are able to reproduce correctly the production of ��Be and �Be from carbon
 nitrogen
and oxygen
 although AREL shows better results for energies below � �� MeV�

���� Target ��Al

Excitation functions from p���Al are some of the best measured and most widely
investigated theoretically� Our results for production of �����Si
 ��Al
 �����Mg
 and
��������Na are shown in Fig� �� for �����Ne
 ����	F
 and �
O
 in Fig� �� for �����N
and �����C
 in Fig� 	
 and for ����Be
 
Li
 �����He
 and t
 in Fig� �� The CEM
independent yields are shown by solid lines
 with the corresponding cumulative yields
by dashed lines� For some nuclides like ��Al
 ��Mg
 ��������Na
 �����Ne
 and ����	F

cumulative and independent yields are so close that the corresponding lines on our
plots practically coincide� But for several nuclides like ��Ne and ��Ne
 cumulative
yields �shown on plots by thick dashed lines� are about one order of magnitude
higher that the independent ones
 indicating a careful consideration of the proper
yield calculations is necessary�

��Al is not as light as the previous targets and is already more suitable to be cal�
culated with the CEM� One can see that on the whole
 the agreement of calculations
with measured data is much better than for C
 N
 and O
 although some large

	



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��Si� ��Si� ��Al� ��Mg� ��Mg� ��Na�
��Na� and ��Na from p���Al� For comparison� the results 	��� of the recent JAERI Bench�

mark 	
�� 
� obtained with the codes ALICE�F 	���� ALICE�� 	���� NUCLEUS 	����

and MCEXCITON 	��� are shown by dashed lines �� �� �� and �� respectively� For ��Al� the

results from Fig� � of Ref� 	�
� calculated with the codes ALICE LIVERMORE �� 	���

and HETC�KFA� 	�
� are shown by dashed lines � and �� as indicated� The independent

and cumulative CEM�� yields are plotted by solid and dashed lines which for these reac�

tions are very close to each other� For ��Al� the contributions to the total CEM�� yield

from the channels �p�d� and �p�np� are shown separately by dashed lines� as indicated�

Experimental data are labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� ��� BOD�� 	��� and MI�� 	���
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Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��Ne� ��Ne� ��Ne� ��Ne� ��Ne� ��F�
�	F� and �
O from p���Al� For comparison� the results 	��� of the recent JAERI Bench�

mark 	
�� 
� obtained with the codes ALICE�F 	���� ALICE�� 	���� NUCLEUS 	����

and MCEXCITON 	��� are shown by dashed lines �� �� �� and �� respectively� Experimen�

tal data are labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� ��� BA�� 	���� BI
� 	���� GO
� 	���� MI��b 	����

and MI�� 	���

	�



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��N� ��N� ��C� and ��C from p���Al�

The results 	��� of the recent JAERI Benchmark 	
�� 
� obtained with the codes ALICE�

F 	��� and ALICE�� 	��� are shown by dashed lines � and �� respectively� Experimental

data are labeled as NUCLEX 	�
� ���

systematic discrepancies for several nuclides still occur� We believe these discrep�
ancies result mainly from two di�erent causes� First
 the strong overestimation of
the production of ��Si
 ��Na
 ��Ne
 ��F
 and the underproduction of �����Mg and ��N
are probably caused by the inaccurate masses and binding energies used in CEM�	�
For example
 the separation energies of the two neutrons emitted in the reaction
��Al�p
n���Si are equal to ������ and ����� MeV in the experimental mass ta�
bles ����
 much di�erent from the value � MeV used in CEM�	 for cascade neu�
trons�

The underproduction of ��C and ��C may be partly be caused for the same rea�
son
 as well as by a second and separate one
 which may be seen more obviously for
fragments ��Be
 �Be
 and 
Li �Fig� ��� The CEM does not contain a mechanism of
fragmentation and does not take into account evaporation and preequilibrium emis�
sion of complex particles with A 	 �� All light fragments predicted by the CEM
are only residual nuclei remaining after all three stages of reactions� This is only a
small part of the total production of fragments
 and it is signi�cant only for light
enough targets and high incident energies� To be able to reproduce the production
of fragments
 the CEM has to be extended by incorporating mechanisms of fragmen�
tation of heavy nuclei
 Fermi breakup of highly excited light nuclei
 evaporation
 and
preequilibrium emission of fragments with A 	 � from medium and heavy nuclei�

		



For comparison
 the results ����� of the recent JAERI Benchmark ��
 ��� ob�
tained with the codes ALICE�F �����
 ALICE�� �����
 NUCLEUS ��	�
 and MCEX�
CITON ����� are shown in Figs� ��� for several nuclides
 and the results for
��Al from Ref� ����� calculated with the codes ALICE LIVERMORE �� ����� and
HETC�KFA ���	� are shown in Fig� � as well� One can see that on the whole

for these reactions
 our calculations agree with experimental data better than results
obtained with these codes� Let us note also that the total inelastic cross sections
predicted �and used for normalization of all excitation functions� by di�erent codes
di�er up to 	* at low incident energies �see the lower�right plot in Fig� ���

To understand the CEM production mechanisms for ��Al �Fig� ��
 the contri�
butions to the total yield from the channels �p
d� and �p
np� and for �He
 �He
 and
t �Fig� ��
 the contributions from preequilibrium emission
 evaporation
 and from
residual nuclei are shown separately� We will discuss these results later in this section

making a comparison with other targets�

For production of �He and t
 the prediction of phenomenological systematics by
Korovin et al� ���� is shown in Fig� � for comparison� One can see that the yields
of �He and t calculated with the CEM�	 agree well with the experimental data and
with systematics ����� But for �He
 the CEM underestimates the experimental data
and results from Ref� ����� The underproduction of �He is another serious problem
of the CEM �just as it is for almost all other similar models� which we will discuss
later�

	�



Fig� �
� Total inelastic cross section and excitation functions for the production of ��Be�
�Be� 
Li� �He� �He� �He� and t from p���Al� Contributions to the total CEM�� yields of
�He� �He� and t from preequilibrium emission� evaporation� and from residual nuclei are

shown separately by dashed lines� as indicated� Inelastic cross sections calculated with the

codes ALICE�F 	���� ALICE�� 	���� and MCEXCITON 	��� are taken from �les 	���

of the recent JAERI Benchmark 	
�� 
�� �in calculated with the code NUCLEUS 	��� is

taken from Fig� �� of Ref� 	
�� For production of �He and t� the prediction of phenomeno�

logical systematics from Ref� 	
� is shown by a thick long dashed line marked as KO���

Experimental data are labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� ��� BOD�� 	��� MI�� 	��� MI��b 	����

BI
� 	���� GO
� 	���� KO�� 	
�� TA�� 	��
� BA�� 	��� and BARASHENKOV��� 	����

	�



���� Targets ��P and ��Ca

To our knowledge
 these targets are less well investigated both experimentally and
theoretically� A few more experimental data for the target element calcium and a
calculation of the excitation function Ca�p
x���Cl with the codes HETC�KFA ���	�
and AREL ����� have been presented in a recent paper ����� published after our
study was completed� these results are not included here�

Our prediction for �in and excitation functions for production of ��P
 �	Mg

�����Na
 ���He
 t
 d
 p
 n
 ��
 ��
 and �� from ��P are shown in Fig� � together
with experimental data from Refs� ���
 ����

Figs� ���� show a comparison of our results for �in and for excitation functions
of production of �	K
 �
���Ar
 ��Cl
 �	Mg
 �����Na
 �����Ne
 ��N
 ��C
 
Li
 ���He
 ���H

n
 and ������ from p���Ca with available experimental data ���
 ��
 ��
 �	�
 ����

The general agreement of our results with these data and possible causes of some
disagreements are the same as for the target ��Al discussed above� Let us mention
only the �dramatic� disagreement between the data and calculations that may be
seen for ��Ca�p
x��
Ar� In reality
 this is a false disagreement and a good example
of the necessity to take into account in calculations the exact isotopic composition
of the target measured� Above
 we compared our calculations for ��C
 ��N
 and
��O with the data not mentioning that the real measurements were performed on
targets with natural isotopic composition� For carbon
 nitrogen and oxygen this
was reasonably justi�ed
 as the percentage of ��C in carbon ����� is �����* �and
only �����* for ��C�� For nitrogen and oxygen the corresponding percentage �����
is also appropriate� ��N �����	* and ��N ����	*� ��O ����	�*
 ��O ������*
 and
�	O �����*� Therefore the comparisons made in Figs� ��� were quite justi�ed

although some discrepancies could be partly caused by isotopes of the targets which
were not taken into account in our calculations�

In the case of calcium
 a comparison of calculations for ��Ca with data obtained
for natCa is less justi�ed as the percentage of ��Ca in natural calcium is lower� ��Ca
������*
 ��Ca �����*
 ��Ca ����	*� ��Ca ����*
 ��Ca �����*
 and �	Ca �����*�

�
Ar can be produced from p���Ca interactions only through the rare channel
�p
p���
 or through even more rare channels �p
np��� and �p
n����� Therefore
our calculated excitation function ��Ca�p
x��
Ar is di�erent from zero only at energies
above the pion production threshold and is small in value� The measured yield of
�
Ar comes mainly from interactions of incident protons with heavier isotopes of
calcium
 therefore it is already signi�cant at � MeV and it is much higher than our
results obtained from ��Ca�

Another large discrepancy between experimental data and our calculations is also
shown in Fig� �
 for ��Ar� It probably occurs for the same reason just discussed for
��Ca�p
x��
Ar�

	�



Fig� ��� Total inelastic cross section and excitation functions for the production of ��P�
�	Mg� ��Na� ��Na� �He� �He� t� d� p� n� ��� ��� and �� from p���P� Experimental data

labeled as NUCLEX are from Refs� 	�
� ���

	�



Fig� ��� Total inelastic cross section and excitation functions for the production of
�	K� �
Ar� �	Ar� ��Ar� ��Ar� and ��Cl from p���Ca� Experimental data are labeled as�

BARASHENKOV��� 	���� NUCLEX 	�
� ��� BA�� 	���� and MI�� 	���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of �	Mg� ��Na� ��Na� ��Ne� ��Ne� and
��Ne from p���Ca� Experimental data are labeled as� MI�� 	��� NUCLEX 	�
� ��� and

BA�� 	����

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��N� ��C� 
Li� �He� �He� t� d� p� n� ���

��� and �� from p���Ca� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from Refs� 	�
� ���

�



���� Targets �	Fe� ��Fe� ��Fe� ��Fe� and natFe

Excitation functions from iron are also very intensively studied� The majority of
measurements were performed on targets with a natural composition of iron
 there�
fore most experimental excitation functions were obtained for natFe� Nevertheless

measurements were performed on targets enriched with given isotopes of iron
 and
in several measurements with natFe
 the yields from di�erent isotopes were deduced
taking into account the isotopic composition of target and the estimated cross sec�
tions for the competing reactions� Because of this
 many data on excitation functions
for many nuclides from natFe are available in the literature
 while not so many
 only
for incident energies below � �� MeV
 and for only a few nuclides are available for
the separate isotopes of iron�

Our results for excitation functions for production of �	���Co and ��Mn from �	Fe
are compared with experimental data ���
 ��
 ���� in Fig� ��� Fig� � shows a compar�
ison of calculated and measured excitation functions for production of �����Co and
�����Mn from ��Fe
 as well as of ��Mn from ��Fe� Our results for production of �����Co

��Fe
 and �����Mn from ��Fe are compared in Fig� �� with experimental data from
Refs� ���
 ��� and with results of the recent JAERI Benchmark ��
 ��� obtained with
the codes ALICE�F �����
 ALICE�� �����
 NUCLEUS ��	�
 and MCEXCITON ������
To understand the relative role of di�erent channels in the production of several nu�
clides
 the contributions from the channels �p
n�� �Figs� �� and ���
 from �p
�� and
�p
npd� �Fig� ��
 and from �p
np�
 �p
d�
 �p
np�
 �p
pd�
 �p
�He� �Fig� ��� are shown
separately�

One can see that the e�ect of the target isotopic spin on nuclide yields is very
strong �see
 also Fig� �	�� excitation functions for production of the same nuclides
from di�erent target isotopes di�er in shape and magnitude up to an order of magni�
tude or more� CEM�	 describes quite well all available data �except the production
of ��Mn from �	Fe and ��Fe
 and ��Mn from ��Fe� and reproduces correctly the isotope
e�ect� As one can see from Fig� ��
 the agreement of our results with all experimental
data is a little bit better than that of calculations with the codes ALICE�F �����

ALICE�� �����
 NUCLEUS ��	�
 and MCEXCITON ������

The serious disagreement between our results and data for �	Fe�p
x���Mn

��Fe�p
x���Mn
 and ��Fe�p
x���Mn is connected with an old problem of the CEM�
the model underestimates emission of �He �see
 e�g�
 ���
 �	��� We encounter simi�
lar disagreements in a limited region of incident energies for all excitation functions
where emission of ��particles is an important
 or even the only mechanism for pro�
duction of a given nuclide� Unfortunately
 this is a problem not only of the CEM

but of almost all other codes being used for evaluation of nuclear data at interme�
diate energies� therefore it is one of the most important problems which needs to
be solved� A similar
 but smaller underestimation related to this problem can also
be seen for ��Fe�p
x���Mn �Fig� ���� One can see that the codes ALICE�F �����

ALICE�� �����
 and MCEXCITON ����� underestimate this excitation function even
more than CEM�	 does� Fortunately
 as one can see from Figs� ����� and from

��



Figs� ��
 �
 and � discussed above
 the role of complex particle emission in the
production of nuclides in the spallation region is important only at low incident ener�
gies
 near the corresponding thresholds
 where this mechanism in a region of incident
energies may be the main channel� With increasing incident energy the importance
of this channel decreases
 and the main mechanism for production of nuclides in the
spallation region becomes a successive emission of several nucleons� Therefore
 at
incident energies above � �� MeV this problem is no longer of great importance�

Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of �	Co� ��Co� ��Co� and ��Mn from

p��	Fe� For ��Mn� the contribution to the total CEM�� yield from the channel �p�n	�

is shown by a dashed line� Experimental data are labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� �� and

SU�� 	�
��

Our results for �in and for excitation functions for production of �	���Co
 ��������Fe

��������Mn
 ����
��	Cr
 �
���V
 �����Ti
 �	���������Sc
 ��������Ca
 ����	K
 �������
���Ar
 �
��	������Cl

�	���S
 �����P
 �����Si
 ��Al
 �	Mg
 �����Na
 �����Ne
 �	F
 ��C
 ����Be
 ���He
 ���H
 n

and ������
 from natFe are compared in Figs� ����� with the available experimental
data as well as with the results of calculations ���� with Rudstam$s semiempirical
systematics �	�� �Figs� ����� and ���
 revised results of JAERI calculations ����� ob�
tained with the codes NUCLEUS ��	� and HETC��STEP ��� �Fig� ������
 results
of calculation for ��Cl with the code HETC�KFA ���	� from Ref� ����� �Fig� ���

results of calculations with the code HETC�KFA ���	� for ��Al from Ref� ����� and
for ��Na from Ref� ���� �Fig� ���
 results of calculations of t yield with the codes
DISCA �����
 CASCADE �����
 NUCLEUS ��	�
 and HETC�KFA ���	� from Ref�

��



���� �Fig� ���
 and with predictions of phenomenological systematics by Korovin et
al� ���� for ���He and t �Fig� ����

Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��Co� ��Co� ��Co� ��Mn� and ��Mn

from p���Fe� and for the production of ��Mn from p���Fe� For ��Mn and ��Mn� the

contributions to the total CEM�� yields from the channels �p�	� and �p�npd� are shown

by dashed lines� as indicated� Experimental data are labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� �� and

SU�� 	�
��

�	



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��Co� ��Co� ��Fe� ��Mn� and ��Mn

from p���Fe� Lines labeled as �� �� �� and � are plotted from �les 	��� with results of the

recent JAERI Benchmark 	
�� 
� obtained with the codes ALICE�F 	���� ALICE�� 	����

NUCLEUS 	���� and MCEXCITON 	���� respectively� For production of ��Fe� ��Mn� and
��Mn� on the three lower right plots� the contributions to the total CEM�� yields from the

channels �p�np�� �p�d�� �p�n�p�� �p�pd�� �p��He�� and �p�n	� are shown by dashed lines� as

indicated� On the upper right plot� the thick�dashed line 
 labeled as ALICE�� shows the

results obtained in Ref� 	��� with the code ALICE�� 	���� Experimental data labeled as

NUCLEX are from Refs� 	�
� ���

��



Fig� ��� Total inelastic cross section and excitation functions for the production of �	Co�
��Co� ��Co� ��Co� ��Fe� ��Fe� and ��Fe from p�natFe� Dashed curves labeled as NUCLEUS

and HETC���STEP are plotted from �les with revised results of JAERI calculations 	���

obtained with the codes NUCLEUS 	��� and HETC��STEP 	��� Here and in all following

�gures� dashed lines marked with �Ru� show results of calculations 	��� with Rudstam�s

semiempirical systematics 	��� Experimental data are labeled as� BARASHENKOV��� 	����

MI�� 	��� MI�� 	��� SU�� 	�
�� AL��b 	���� NUCLEX 	�
� ��� and RU�� 	����

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��Mn� ��Mn� ��Mn� ��Mn� ��Mn�
��Cr� �
Cr� and �	Cr from p�natFe� Experimental data are labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� ���

AL��b 	���� RU�� 	���� MI�� 	��� MI�� 	��� RA
�b 	���� VI
� 	���� LA
� 	����

BR�� 	���� and RA
� 	���� The rest of the notation is the same as in Fig� ���

��



Fig� �
� Excitation functions for the production of �
V� �	V� ��V� ��Ti� and ��Ti from

p�natFe� Experimental data are labeled as� RU�� 	���� VI
� 	���� LA
� 	���� MI�� 	���

RA
�b 	���� MI�� 	��� AL��b 	���� NUCLEX 	�
� ��� BR�� 	���� and HON
� 	����

The rest of the notation is the same as in Fig� ���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of �	Sc� ��Sc� ��Sc� ��Sc� ��Sc� ��Ca�
��Ca� and ��Ca from p�natFe� Experimental data are labeled as� MI�� 	��� BR�� 	����

AL��b 	���� MI�� 	��� NUCLEX 	�
� ��� RU�� 	���� HON
� 	���� and Fi�� 	��
� The

rest of the notation is the same as in Fig� ���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��K� ��K� ��K� ��K� ��K� ��K� �
K�

and �	K from p�natFe� Experimental data are labeled as� CH
� 	���� HON
� 	����

RU�� 	���� MI�� 	��� AL��b 	���� NUCLEX 	�
� ��� and HON
� 	����

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��Ar� ��Ar� �
Ar� �	Ar� ��Ar� and
��Ar from p�natFe� Experimental data are labeled as� HON
� 	���� AL��b 	���� NU�

CLEX 	�
� ��� SCH�� 	���� BI
� 	���� and MI�� 	���

�



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of �
Cl� �	Cl� ��Cl� ��Cl� �	S� ��S� ��P�

and ��P from p�natFe� The dashed line for ��Cl shows results of calculations with the

code HETC�KFA� 	�
� from Ref� 	�
�� Experimental data are labeled as� HON
� 	����

RU�� 	���� NUCLEX 	�
� ��� AL��b 	���� SCH�� 	�
�� CH�� 	���� BA�� 	���� SCH�� 	����

LA
� 	���� RE�� 	���� BA�� 	���� and LA
� 	����

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��Si� ��Si� ��Al� �	Mg� ��Na� and ��Na

from p�natFe� The results of calculations with the code HETC�KFA� 	�
� are shown with

a dashed line for ��Al �from Ref� 	�
�� and with a dotted line for ��Na �from Ref� 	����� For
��Na and ��Na� dashed lines show the results of calculations 	��� with Rudstam�s semiem�

pirical systematics 	��� Experimental data are labeled as� HON
� 	���� RUR� 	���� NU�

CLEX 	�
� ��� RA�� 	���� PAI�� 	���� HON
� 	���� DE�� 	��
� MI�� 	��� AL��b 	����

RU�� 	���� BR�� 	���� and RU�� 	����

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��Ne� ��Ne� ��Ne� �	F� ��C� ��Be� and
�Be from p�natFe� Experimental data are labeled as� BA�� 	���� BI
� 	���� MI�� 	���

SCH�� 	���� NUCLEX 	�
� ��� HON
� 	���� AL��b 	���� and RA
�b 	����

�	



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of �He� �He� t� d� p� n� ��� ��� and

�� from p�natFe� For �He� �He� and t� predictions of the phenomenological systematics

by Korovin et al� 	
� are shown by thick long dashed lines labeled as KO��� For pro�

duction of t� the results of calculations with the codes DISCA� 	�

� CASCADE 	�
��

NUCLEUS 	���� and HETC�KFA� 	�
� from Ref� 	
� are shown by dashed histograms ��

�� �� and �� respectively� For �He� �He� and d� contributions from preequilibrium emission�

evaporation� and from residual nuclei to the total CEM�� yields are shown by dashed lines�

as indicated� Experimental data are labeled as� SCH�� 	���� BI
� 	���� MI�� 	��� and

BAR�� 	���

One can see that on the whole
 CEM�	 reproduces the experimental data in the
spallation region quite well
 and no worse than the codes cited above or Rudstam$s
semiempirical systematics �	��� There are nevertheless some disagreements for sev�
eral nuclides in this region caused for the same reasons discussed above for previous
targets� One should note that some experimental data shown in these �gures are also

��



questionable �see a good discussion of the experimental situation for iron in Ref� ������
But one can also see some serious systematic discrepancies for light nuclides produced
in the fragmentation region� As was mentioned above
 CEM�	 does not contain a
mechanism of fragmentation and does not take into account evaporation and preequi�
librium emission of complex particles with A 	 �
 or even coalescence of fragments
from emitted particles
 as we did in a former version of the CEM �see
 e�g� ������ All
fragments calculated in the present work are only residual nuclei remaining after all
three stages of reactions� therefore
 for these medium�mass targets
 they represent
only a very small part of the total fragment production�

As one can see from Fig� ��
 CEM�	 describes production of �He and t no
worse than phenomenological systematics by Korovin et al� ����
 or than the codes
DISCA �����
 CASCADE �����
 NUCLEUS ��	�
 and HETC�KFA ���	� do for
t� For �He
 our results are again below the experimental data and prediction of the
systematics ����� This is the old problem of the CEM underestimating ��particle
emission as discussed above�

���� Target �
Co

Since �
Co is the single stable isotope of cobalt
 it is particularly suitable ����� for
testing model calculations of nuclear reactions
 especially as a target for production
of doubly magic ��Ni and magic ��Ni nuclides providing a test of the capability of
models to describe nuclide production near closed shells ����� We used in our study
all experimental excitation functions for �
Co� Let us note here that a recent paper
by Michel$s group ����� �published after our calculations were completed
 and not
discussed here� contains many new experimental data for �
Co as well as results of
calculations with the codes HETC�KFA ���	� and AREL ������

Our results for �in and for excitation functions for production of �
������Ni
 �	���Co

�
���Fe
 ��������Mn
 ����	Cr
 �	V
 �	���������Sc
 �����K
 �	Mg
 �����Na
 �Be ���He
 ���H

n
 and ������ are compared in Figs� ����� with available experimental data and
with results of calculations with the codes� ALICE�	 ����
 for �
���Ni and ��Fe
from Ref� ��	�� �Figs� �� and �	�� ALICE� �����
 for ��Ni from Ref� ����� �Fig� ����
ALICE�LIVERMORE�� ����
 for �	Co �Fig� ���
 ��Mn
 ��Cr �Fig� �	�
 �	V and ��Sc
�Fig� ��� from Ref� ������ HETC�KFA ���	�
 for ��Sc from Ref� ���� �Fig� ���� The
contributions from the channels �p
d�
 �p
np�
 �p
t�
 �p
nd�
 �p
np�
 �p
nt�
 �p
nd�

�p
�np�
 �p
n�p�
 and �p
pd� to the total CEM�	 yields of �	Co
 ��Co
 ��Co
 and
��Mn are shown separately in Figs� �� and �	�

On the whole
 CEM�	 reproduces satisfactorily the shapes of the majority of
measured excitation functions
 and at incident energies above � ������ MeV
 it
reproduces correctly the absolute values of most data and agrees with experiment
no worse than other codes� But at lower energies
 especially near the thresholds

CEM�	 tends to underestimate the data systematically� This is for two di�erent
reasons� First
 CEM�	 underestimates practically all measured excitation functions
for p��
Co at low energies� This indicates that the total inelastic cross section of this

��



reaction is also underestimated by the model� The few experimental data shown in
Fig� �� that we were able to �nd for �in in Barashenkov$s compilation ��	�� con�rm
this� At energies below � �� MeV
 CEM�	 underestimates the experimental �in from
�� to ��*� This is a result of the model employing a geometrical approximation for
the total cross section� Often
 it is only important to know the relative cross sections
of the various inelastic channels� For other cases
 when one needs to know the
absolute cross sections
 it is possible to calculate the partial cross sections at each
incident energy with �in provided by the model
 then to perform renormalization of
all partial cross sections using more precise values of �in either from measurements

from independent optical model calculations
 or from systematics�

��



Fig� ��� Total inelastic cross section and excitation functions for the production of �
Ni�
��Ni� ��Ni� �	Co� ��Co� ��Co� and ��Co from p��
Co� For �
Ni and ��Ni� predictions of the

code ALICE 	��� from Ref� 	��� are shown by lines � and � labeled as �ALICE�� For ��Ni�

results of the code ALICE�� 	��� from Ref� 	��� are shown by the dashed line �� Results

of calculations with the code ALICE�LIVERMORE��� 	��� from Ref� 	��� are shown for
�	Co by a dashed line labeled as ALICE� For �	Co� ��Co� and ��Co� contributions from the

channels �p�d�� �p�np�� �p�t�� �p�nd�� �p��np�� �p�nt�� �p��nd�� and �p��np� are shown by

dashed lines� as indicated� Experimental data are labeled as� BARASHENKOV��� 	����

MI�� 	���� MI�� 	��� MI�� 	���� AL�� 	��
� MI�� 	��� and SHV�� 	����

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of �
Fe� ��Fe� ��Mn� ��Mn� ��Mn�
��Cr� and �	Cr from p��
Co� Dashed lines labeled as ALICE show results of the hybrid

model calculations with a version of the code ALICE�� 	��� for ��Fe �from Ref� 	����

and with the code ALICE�LIVERMORE��� 	��� for ��Mn and ��Cr �from Ref� 	�����

The contributions from channels �p�n�p� and �p��pd� to the total CEM�� yield of ��Mn

are shown by dashed lines� as indicated� Experimental data are labeled as� AL�� 	��
�

ZA�� 	���� MI�� 	���� MI�� 	��� SHV�� 	���� MI�� 	���� and MI�� 	���

��



Fig� �
� Excitation functions for the production of �	V� �	Sc� ��Sc� ��Sc� ��Sc� and ��Sc

from p��
Co� For �	V and ��Sc� dashed lines labeled as ALICE show results of calculations

with the code ALICE�LIVERMORE��� 	��� from Ref� 	���� For ��Sc� the dotted line

� labeled as HETC shows results of calculations with the code HETC�KFA� 	�
� from

Ref� 	��� Experimental data are labeled as� MI�� 	��� SHV�� 	���� MI�� 	���� AL�� 	��
�

and MI�� 	���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��K� ��K� �	Mg� ��Na� ��Na� and
�Be from p��
Co� Experimental data are labeled as� MI�� 	��� SHV�� 	���� AL�� 	��
�

and MI�� 	���

�



Fig� ��� Predictions of CEM�� for the production of �He� �He� t� d� p� n� ��� ���

and �� from p��
Co� The contributions to the total yields from cascade� preequilibrium

emission� evaporation� and from residual nuclei are shown by dashed lines� as indicated�

The experimental point for �He labeled as BA�� is taken from Ref� 	���

��



The second
 and more serious reason for the large underestimation of the yields of
several nuclides
 like �	V
 ��������Sc �Fig� ��� at low energies
 is connected with a poor
calculation by CEM�	 of nuclear masses and binding energies� In the production of
these nuclides from p��
Co via a consecutive emission of several particles
 the excited
nuclei at intermediate stages pass through or near the region of magic or doubly magic
nuclei� Therefore their masses
 shell and pairing energies
 and their level densities
have to be calculated appropriately� If the approaches used for such calculations at
the preequilibrium and evaporation stages of reactions do not do this
 the �nal results
can be strongly a�ected� The main problem in the description of reactions involving
nuclei near the closed shells comes from the ICM
 which does not contain any shell
and pairing e�ects and uses a �xed value for the mean binding energy
 BN � �
MeV for all nuclei� A direct con�rmation of this may be seen from comparison of
our results with the hybrid model calculations� At low incident energies
 the hybrid
model
 which does not use a classical approach like ICM
 describes much better all
excitation functions shown in Figs� ������ To be able to correctly describe such
reactions
 the classical ICM has to be extended by using real nuclear masses and
shell and pairing corrections in the calculation of the binding energies of emitted
nucleons�

Discrepancies of another type
 that can be seen
 e�g�
 for ��Fe
 ��Mn
 and ��Cr in
Fig� �	
 are connected with the previously discussed underproduction of �He� The
peaks of excitation functions for the production of these nuclides in the low energy
region are probably caused by ��emission through the channels �p
�n��
 �p
np��

and �p
n��
 respectively� CEM�	 underestimates ��emission
 and as a result
 the
corresponding peaks in these excitation functions are not reproduced correctly�

The reason for incorrectly predicting the production of �Be fragments �Fig� ���
was discussed previously�

A detailed comparison of our results for the production of di�erent nuclides from
p��� GeV���
Co with the recent measurements ���
 ���� and calculations ����� with
the codes HETC ����� and INUCL ���	�
 and with phenomenological systematics
�	�
 	�� is given in Table II�

The cumulative yields for all nuclides are calculated using Eq� ���� taking into
account the precursors shown in the �rst column of the table� To be able to compare
adequately our results with predictions of the codes HETC and INUCL
 we calculate
here according to Eq� ���� the cumulative yields predicted by HETC and INUCL
using independent yields given in Tabs� � and  of Ref� ������ These values are
marked with a ����

��



TABLE II
Comparison of cross sections for the production of daughter nuclides from

p���� GeV���
Co measured in Refs� 	��� ��� with predictions of CEM��� and calculations
from Ref� 	���� with the codes HETC 	��� and INUCL 	���� and systematics 	��� ��

Nuclide Exp� 	�� Exp� 	��� CEM�� HETC INUCL 	�� 	��
��Ni ���
�� ����
� ������ ������

����� ������ ������ ������

�	Co ����� �
��� ����� ����� ����� ���� ����
��� ��� ��
�� ��� ��


��Co ���Ni� ����� �
��� �����
� �
��� ����� ���� ����
��� ��� ����� ��� ���

��Co ���Ni� 
���� ����� ������� ������ ���� ��� ���
���
 ���� ����� ������ ��


��Co ����� ����� ����� �����
���� ������ ������ ������

��Mn ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ���� ����
��� ��� ����� ��� ���

��Mn ���Fe� ����� 
���� ����
�� ����� ����� ��� ���
���� ���� ����� ������ ���

��Cr ���Mn� ����� ����� ������ ����� ����� ���� ����
��� ��� ����� ��� ���

�	Cr ������ ����� ������ ��
�� ����� ���� ����
����� ���� ������ ���� ����

�	V ��	Cr� �
��� ������ ������� ����� ������ ��
 ����
��� ���� ����� ��� ������

�	Sc ����� ������ ��
�� 
��� ���� ����
���� ������ ���� ���

��Sc ���Ca���K� ��

� ������ ������ ������� ��� ���
���� ����� ������ ��
����

��Sc ����� ��
�� ����� ���� ����� ���� ����
��� ��
� ����� ��� ���

��Sc ���Ti� ����� ����� ������� ����� ����� ��� ����
��
� ���� ���
� ��� ���

��K ���Ar� ����� ����� ������ ����� ���� ��� ���
���� ���� ����� ���� ���

��K ���Ar� ����� ����� ������ ���
� ������� 
��� ����
���� ��
� ����� ���� �������

�	Mg ��	Na� ���
� ����� ����� ���� ����
���� ���� ����

��Na ���Ne� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ��

 ����
���
 ���� ����� ���� ����

��Na ���Mg� ���
� ����� ����� �����
���� ����� ������ ������

�Be ����� �����
�
���� �����


�	



One can see that a general agreement between di�erent calculations and the data
exists� Nevertheless
 on the whole
 our results obtained with CEM�	 are closer to
experiment� To make the result of such a comparison visual
 the ratio of cumulative
yields predicted by CEM�	
 HETC
 and INUCL for �	Co
 ��Co
��Co
 ��Mn
 ��Mn

��Cr
 �	V
 ��Sc
 ��Sc
 ��K
 ��K
 �	Mg
 ��Na
 and ��Na to experimental data ����� are
plotted in Fig� �� as a function of nuclide mass�

Fig� ��� Ratios of calculated to experimental 	��� cumulative yields predicted by the

codes CEM��� HETC 	���� ���� and INUCL 	���� ��� for the nuclides �	Co� ��Co� ��Co�
��Mn� ��Mn� ��Cr� �	V� ��Sc� ��Sc� ��K� ��K� �	Mg� ��Na�

A more detailed comparison of results obtained using the CEM�	
 HETC
 and
INUCL codes with the recent measurements ��������� of the yields of residual nuclides
from interactions of protons of ��� MeV and ��	 GeV with ��Cu
 ��Cu
 ���Pb
 ���Pb

��	Pb
 and ��
Bi and from p��� GeV���
Co may be found in Refs� ���������� Let
us show here part of results from Ref� ����� If the coincidence criterion between the
experimental and calculated cross sections is taken to be ��	 � �cal��exp � ��
 the
results of the comparison may be expressed by the ratio of the number of reactions
that did �coincide� to the total number of reactions compared� Table III shows the
results of such an analysis�

��



TABLE III
Statistics of coincidence �within a factor of � between calculated and experimental

cross sections for the production of daughter nuclei in the spallation region
�adapted from Ref� �����

Target Tp �MeV� HETC INUCL CEM�	
�
Co ��� ����� ���� �����
��Cu �	�� �� �� ���

��� �� ��� ���
��Cu �	�� ��� ��� ���

��� ��� ��� ���
���Pb �	�� 	��� ���� ����

��� ��� ��� ���
���Pb �	�� ���� ���� 	���

��� ��� ��� ���
��	Pb �	�� ���� ���� ����

��� ��� ��� ���
��
Bi �	�� ����� 	��� ����

��� �� ��� ��

Average ���� * �	�� * ��� *

One can see that the results of CEM�	
 when compared with all measured cross
sections for all these targets and incident energies
 agree within a factor of two with
the experimental data for ���* of the reactions
 the results of HETC agree for ����*
of the reactions
 and the results of INUCL agree for �	��* of the reactions�

��



���� Targets 
�Zr� 
�Zr� 
�Zr� 
�Zr� 
�Zr� and natZr

Being an important structural material
 zirconium is well investigated experimen�
tally� At present
 there are excitation functions available for many nuclides from each
stable isotope of zirconium
 and for natZr� To our knowledge
 the majority of pub�
lished experimental excitation functions were included in the compilation ���
 ����
There are also experimental data published in Refs� ���
 ��
 not covered by the
compilation ���
 ���� We include in our analysis all these data� Many new exper�
imental data for Zr were obtained recently by the group of Michel ����
 but these
measurements were reported after we �nished our work� We have
 however
 included
in our study several excitation functions required by the Intercomparison ����
 whose
measurement was subsequently reported in Ref� ����� These results are thus a pre�
diction of the CEM�

Our results for excitation functions for the production of 
��
�Nb
 
�Zr
 
�Y
 ��Se

��������As
 �����������Ga
 and ��Zn from p�
�Zr are compared with experimental data in
Figs� 	� and 	�� Excitation functions for the production of 	��	�Sr
 		�	�Y
 	
�		�	�Zr


��		�	��	����Rb
 ��Br
 ��������Se
 and ��������As from p�
�Zr are shown in Figs� 	�		

and yields of 
��
�Nb and 		Y from p�
�Zr are shown in Fig� 	��

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of 
�Nb� 
�Nb� 
�Zr� 
�Y� ��Se� ��As�
��As� and ��As from p�
�Zr� The contributions from the channels �p�d� and �p�np� to the

total CEM�� yield of 
�Zr are shown by dashed lines� as indicated� Experimental data

labeled as NUCLEX are from Refs� 	�
� ���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��Ga� ��Ga� ��Ga� ��Ga� and ��Zn

from p�
�Zr� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from Refs� 	�
� ���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of 	�Sr� 	�Sr� 	�Y� 	�Y� 		Y� 	�Zr� 		Zr�

and 	
Zr from p�
�Zr� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from Refs� 	�
� ���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��Rb� ��Rb� �	Rb� �
Rb� 	�Rb� 	�Rb�

and 	�Rb from p�
�Zr� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from Refs� 	�
� ���

�



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of 	�Rb� 	�Rb� 	�Rb� 		Rb� 	
Rb� and

�Rb from p�
�Zr� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from Refs� 	�
� ���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��As� ��As� ��As� ��Se� ��Se� ��Se�

and ��Br from p�
�Zr� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from Refs� 	�
� ���

��



Fig� �
� Excitation functions for the production of 		Y� 
�Nb� and 
�Nb from p�
�Zr�

The contribution from the channel �p�n	� to the total CEM�� yield of 		Y is shown by a

dashed line� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the compilation 	�
� ���

Our calculations for the the production of 
��
�Nb
 	
�		�	�Zr
 		�	�Y
 	��	�Sr
 		�	��	����Rb

	��	��	���	���Br
 ��������Se
 and ��������As from p�
�Zr are compared with experimental
data in Figs� 	���� Excitation functions for the production of 
��	
Nb
 	
�		�	�Zr

	��	��	�Sr
 		�	�Y
 	��	����Rb
 ��Br
 ��������Se
 and ��������As
 from p�
�Zr are shown in
Figs� ������ Total inelastic cross section �in and excitation functions for the pro�
duction of 
��
��
��
�Nb
 
��	
�		�	�Zr
 
��		�	�Y
 	��	�Sr
 	��	��	��	�Rb
 	����Kr
 �����Br

��������Se
 ��������As
 �
Ge
 �����Ga
 ��Zn
 ����	���Co
 �����Mn
 ��Cr
 �	V
 ��Sc
 ����
Ar

��Na
 and �Be from natZr are compared with the available experimental data in
Figs� ����	�

To illustrate the relative role of di�erent reaction channels in the production of
daughter nuclides
 the contributions from the �p
d� and �p
np� channels to 
�Zr�p
x�
�Zr
are shown in Fig� 	�� the contributions from the �p
n�� channel to 
�Zr�p
x�		Y is
shown in Fig� 	�� the contributions from the �p
n��
 �p
n��
 �p
��
 �p
npd�
 �p
nd�

�p
�np�
 �p
t�
 �p
nd�
 �p
np�
 and �p
n�� channels to the total yields of 	�Y
 	�Y

		Y
 		Zr
 	
Zr
 and 	�Rb from 
�Zr are shown
 respectively
 in Figs� 	� and 	�� the
contributions to the total yields of 		Zr and 	
Zr from the channels �p
t�
 �p
nd�

�p
np�
 �p
d�
 and �p
np� in the reaction p�
�Zr are shown in Fig� ��� the contribu�
tions from the channels �p
��
 �p
n��
 �p
n��
 �p
�He�
 �p
pd�
 and �p
np� to the
total yields of 		�	�Y are shown in Fig� ��
 respectively�

�	



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of 	�Y� 	�Y� 		Y� 	�Zr� 		Zr� 	
Zr�

�Nb� and 
�Nb from p�
�Zr� The contributions from the channels �p�n	�� �p��n	�� �p�	��

�p�npd�� �p��nd�� �p��np�� �p�t�� �p�nd�� and �p��np� to the total CEM�� yields are shown

by a dashed lines� as indicated� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the

compilation 	�
� ���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of 	�Rb� 	�Rb� 	�Rb� 		Rb� 	�Sr� and
	�Sr from p�
�Zr� For 	�Rb� the contributions to the total CEM�� yield from the channels

�p�n�	� and �p�xnyp� are shown separately� as indicated� Experimental data labeled as

NUCLEX are from the compilation 	�
� ���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��Rb� ��Rb� �	Rb� �
Rb� 	�Rb�
	�Rb� and 	�Rb from p�
�Zr� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the com�

pilation 	�
� ���

��



Fig� 
�� Excitation functions for the production of ��Br� �	Br� 	�Br� 	�Br� 	�Br� and 	�Br

from p�
�Zr� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the compilation 	�
� ���

��



Fig� 
�� Excitation functions for the production of ��Br� ��Br� ��Br� ��Br� ��Br� and ��Br

from p�
�Zr� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the compilation 	�
� ���

���



Fig� 
�� Excitation functions for the production of ��As� ��As� ��As� ��Se� ��Se� and ��Se

from p�
�Zr� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the compilation 	�
� ���

���



Fig� 
�� Excitation functions for the production of 	�Sr� 	�Sr� 	�Sr� 	�Zr� 		Zr� 	
Zr�
	
Nb� and 
�Nb from p�
�Zr� For 	
Nb and 
�Nb� predictions of the codes CEM��M 	���

ALICE�� 	���� ALICE��MOD 	���� and PEQAQ� 	��� from the recent Intercompari�

son 	�� are shown by dashed lines �� �� �� and �� respectively� For 		Zr and 	
Zr� contribu�

tions to the total CEM�� yields from the channels �p�t�� �p�nd�� �p��np�� �p�d�� and �p�np�

are shown by dashed lines� as indicated� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from

the compilation 	�
� ���

��



Fig� 
�� Excitation functions for the production of 	�Y� 	�Y� 	�Y� 	�Y� 	�Y� and 		Y

from p�
�Zr� Predictions of the codes CEM��M 	��� ALICE�� �labeled as ALICE��

and LLNL� for 	�Y� 	���� ALICE��MOD 	���� and of the exciton model with preformed

	�particles by Gadioli et al� �labeled as GADIOLI� 	��� are shown by dashed lines� as

indicated� For 	�Y� 	�Y� 	�Y� and 		Y� contributions to the total CEM�� yields from the

channels �p�	�� �p�n	�� �p��n	�� �p��He�� �p�pd�� and �p�n�p� are shown by dashed lines�

as indicated� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the compilation 	�
� ���

���



Fig� 
�� Excitation functions for the production of 	�Rb� 	�Rb� 	�Rb� 	�Rb� 	�Rb� 	�Rb�
�
Rb� �	Rb� ��Rb� and ��Rb from p�
�Zr� Dotted lines labeled as Gadioli��� show predic�

tions of the exciton model with preformed 	�particles by Gadioli et al� 	���� Experimental

data are labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� �� and KA�
 	����

���



Fig� 

� Excitation functions for the production of ��Br� ��Se� ��Se� ��Se� ��As� ��As�

and ��As from p�
�Zr� Experimental data are labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� ���

��	



Fig� 
�� Total inelastic cross section and excitation functions for the production of 
�Nb�

�Nb� 
�Nb� and 
�Nb from p�natZr� Experimental data are labeled as� BARASHENKOV��� 	����

NUCLEX 	�
� ��� and AL�� 	����

���



Fig� 
�� Excitation functions for the production of 
�Zr� 	
Zr� 		Zr� and 	�Zr from

p�natZr� Experimental data are labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� �� and AL�� 	����

From Figs� 	���	 one can see that all conclusions made above from the analysis
of lighter targets are also valid for zirconium� On the whole
 CEM�	 reproduces
satisfactorily most of the shapes and absolute values of measured excitation func�
tions
 especially at energies above � ��� MeV� There are
 nevertheless
 some large
discrepancies for several nuclides caused mainly by poor masses and binding energies
used in the calculations of the corresponding nuclides� The CEM does not contain a
model for fragmentation
 therefore it cannot describe the production of �Be and other
light fragments from zirconium� the CEM underestimates the production of �He
 and
therefore underestimates the corresponding parts of some excitation functions where
��emission plays an important role�

���



Fig� 
�� Excitation functions for the production of 
�Y� 		Y� 	�Y� 	�Y� 	�Sr� 	�Sr�
	�Sr� and 	�Sr from p�natZr� Experimental data are labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� �� and

AL�� 	����

���



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of 	�Rb� 	�Rb� 	�Rb� 	�Rb� 	�Kr� 	�Kr�
	�Kr� and 	�Kr from p�natZr� Experimental data are labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� �� and

AL�� 	����

���



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of 	�Kr� 	�Kr� 	�Kr� �
Kr� �	Kr� ��Kr�

and ��Kr from p�natZr� Experimental data are labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� ���

���



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��Br� ��Br� ��Se� ��Se� and ��Se from

p�natZr� Experimental data are labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� �� and AL�� 	����

���



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��As� ��As� ��As� �
Ge� ��Ga� and
��Ga from p�natZr� Experimental data are labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� �� and AL�� 	����

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��Zn� ��Co� �	Co� ��Co� ��Co�
��Mn� and ��Mn from p�natZr� Experimental data are labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� �� and

AL�� 	����

���



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��Cr� �	V� ��Sc� ��Ar� �
Ar� ��Na� and
�Be from p�natZr� Experimental data are labeled as� NUCLEX 	�
� �� and AL�� 	����

���



Let us return once again to the last problem� In our �gures
 a large underes�
timation of ��emission can be seen for the production of 		Y from 
�Zr �Fig� 	��

		�	�Y from 
�Zr �Fig� 	��
 	�Sr and 	��	�Y from 
�Zr �Figs� �� and ���
 and 	��	�Y
and 	�Rb from natZr �Figs� �� and ���� Especially impressive are such discrepancies
for 
�Zr�p
x�	�Y �Fig� ��� and 
�Zr�p
x�		Y �Fig� 	��
 where in a limited region of
incident energies
 ��emission is the only mechanism for the production of 	�Y and
		Y from these reactions� CEM�	 reproduces correctly the position of the peaks
connected with ��emission in these excitation functions
 but the absolute values of
the theoretical peaks are about one order of magnitude lower than the experimental
data� Fortunately
 as one can see from the experimental data
 with increasing inci�
dent energy
 the role of ��emission in the production of the �nal nuclides decreases

and at energies above about ������ MeV
 this problem essentially no longer a�ects
the calculated yields of daughter nuclides�

However
 if we would like to calculate such excitation functions at lower energies

this problem has to be solved� As we mentioned above
 this is a problem not only
of the CEM
 but also all other similar statistical Monte Carlo codes currently used
in nuclear data evaluation� therefore
 it has to be solved before using such codes to
calculate excitation functions at low energies� As an example of how this problem
might be solved
 consider the Milan group$s approach ����
 where preformed ��
clusters in nuclei are taken into account in a version of the exciton model of nuclear
reactions �see a detailed discussion of this approach and many references in the recent
book ������� Gadioli et al� ���� have analyzed several excitation functions from
p�
�Zr at energies below ��� MeV
 and their results are shown
 for comparison
 for
production of 	��	�Y in Fig� ��
 and for 	��	�Rb
 in Fig� �	� One can see that these
results ���� agree very well with the data in the region of energy where ��emission
is important�

An interesting comparison for excitation functions for production of 
�Nb
 	
Nb

	�Zr
 and 	��	�Y from p�
�Zr is shown in Figs� �� and ��� For these nuclides

the results from the �rst step of the Intercomparison ���� obtained with the codes
CEM�M ����
 ALICE� �����
 ALICE �� MOD ����
 and PEQAQ ���� are shown
together with the experimental data and our present CEM�	 calculations� The �rst
step of the Intercomparison ���� aimed to test the predictive power of di�erent models
used to describe double di�erential cross sections of secondary nucleons� Apart from
the required nucleon spectra
 several contributors have presented
 as a �byproduct�

yields of residual nuclides� Just these �byproducts� published in a tabulated form
in the Appendix III of the Report ���� are shown in our �gures� To an extent
 these
results represent even better the general predictive powers of the compared models

as they were obtained as a byproduct
 without a special �tting to the experimental
excitation functions� Though the Intercomparison ���� required results for incident
energies of only 	
 �	
 ��
 ���
 	�
 ���
 and ���� MeV
 which is not enough to trace
all details in the energy dependence of the yields
 some conclusions may be drawn�
First
 one can see very large discrepancies between results of di�erent codes� None
of these codes reproduces correctly the peaks connected with ��emission in these

��	



excitation functions� The results labeled as CEM�M were obtained in the frame�
work of the CEM ���� using a �xed value for the level density parameter
 a � ���A

and a value of &r� � ��� fm for the inverse cross sections in Eq� �� �see details in
Refs� ���
 ����� One can see that for 
��	
Nb and 	��	��	�Y
 the predictions of CEM�M
are very close to our present results obtained with CEM�	
 while
 for 	�Zr and 	��	�Y

the results of CEM�M are about an order of magnitude lower than both the present
CEM�	 results and the experimental data� This fact con�rms once again the conclu�
sions made in Section � that level density parameters
 inverse cross sections
 and shell
and pairing corrections used in calculations may strongly a�ect theoretical yields of
some nuclides� therefore
 well tested approaches for the description of these values
have to be used in calculations of excitation functions�

���� Target �
�Au

For �
�Au
 we have used the compilation of experimental excitation functions
from Ref� ���
 ���� Many new measurements on gold were performed recently by
Michel$s group �see Ref� �����
 but these new results appeared after we had �nished
our calculations� The experimental data on the total inelastic cross section is taken
from the compilation ���	�
 on the �ssion cross section
 from Table ��� of Ref� �	��

and on cross sections for the production of d
 t
 �He
 and �He
 from Table �� of the
same book by Barashenkov and Toneev �	���

Total inelastic and �ssion cross sections and excitation functions for production of
�
���
���
���	�Hg
 �
���
���	�Au
 �
���
���
���	
��		���	����Pt
 �
���
���
���
���	�Ir
 �
���	���	���	�Os

�	���	���	�Re
 �	���	�������������Ta
 �����������Hf
 ������
Lu
 ��
����Yb
 ��	��������Tm
 �������Er

�������Ho
 ���Dy
 ��������������
Tb
 ����������
��������Gd
 ��
����Eu
 ��	Pr
 ��
Ce
 �������Ba

�������Xe
 ���I
 ���Te
 ��	Sb
 ���Sn
 ���Cd
 ���������������Ag
 ��
Pd
 �������Rh
 
��
�Tc



Mo
 
	�
��
��
�Nb
 
��
��	
�		Zr
 		�	�Y
 
��	
�	��	�Sr
 	��	��	�Rb
 	��	�Kr
 	��	��	�Br
 �����Se

��������������As
 �����Ge
 �����������Ga
 �����Zn
 �����Cu
 �����Ni
 ����	���Co
 �
Fe
 �����Mn

�	V
 �	������Sc
 ����
���Ar
 �����P
 �	Mg
 �����Na
 ��Ne
 �	F
 �Be
 ���He
 t
 d
 p
 n
 ��
 ��

and �� from p��
�Au are shown in Figs� �������

It is convenient for us to divide these results
 depending on production mecha�
nisms of the �nal nuclides
 into four di�erent groups and to discuss them separately�
Figures from �� to approximately �� show excitation functions for daughter nu�
clides in the spallation region� As an example
 for production of �
�Au
 �
�Au
 and
�
�Au
 the contributions from the channels �p
d�
 �p
np�
 �p
t�
 �p
nd�
 �p
np�
 �p
nt�

�p
nd�
 and �p
�np� to the total yields are shown separately in Fig� ��� One can see
that as for previous targets �see Figs� ��
 �
 �
 �����
 ��
 	�
 	��	�
 ��
 ���
 the
main nuclide production mechanism in the spallation region is a successive emission
of several nucleons
 while emission of complex particles is of importance �and may
be even the single mechanism for production of a given isotope in a limited range of
incident energy
 as it is shown in Figs� 	� and �� for 		Y and 	�Y� only at low incident
energies
 near the corresponding thresholds
 while with increasing energy its relative

���



role quickly decreases� On the whole
 CEM�	 reproduces satisfactorily most of the
measured excitation functions in this region
 although some large discrepancies can
be seen for several speci�c nuclides caused for the same reasons �poor masses and
binding energies
 underproduction of �He
 poor shell and pairing corrections
 and not
well �tted inverse cross sections or level density parameters�
 as we discussed above
for previous targets�

Let us state here another
 not previously mentioned
 reason for some possible dis�
crepancies� the neglect in CEM�	 of competition between � emission and evaporation
of particles �� �ssion
 for heavy nuclei� at the compound stage of the reactions� As
was pointed out in a number of recent publications ���	
 ���
 the neglect of com�
petition between � emission and evaporation in calculations with the hybrid model
code ALICE� ����� of interactions of nucleons with medium and heavy targets leads
to false peaks in the calculated excitation functions near the thresholds� Due to the
intranuclear cascade stage of the CEM �absent in the hybrid model�
 we do not think
that this e�ect is of the same importance for CEM�	 as for ALICE�
 although a
special analysis of this problem has not been done yet� Let us note that at the cas�
cade and preequilibrium stages of reactions emission of hard photons is also possible

and such a phenomenon has been recently investigated both experimentally and the�
oretically ����� We do not take into account such processes in CEM�	 as the cross
sections for gamma emission are very small and we do not expect that the neglect of
such processes will a�ect perceptibly the calculated excitation functions
 although an
attempt to take into account such processes in the CEM has been already done ��	��

���



Fig� �
� Total inelastic and �ssion cross sections and excitation functions for the pro�

duction of �
�Hg� �
�Hg� �
�Hg� �
�Hg� �
�Hg� and �	�Hg from p��
�Au� Experimental data

are labeled as� BARASHENKOV��� 	���� and NUCLEX 	�
� ��� Experimental �ssion

cross sections �points� are taken from Table ��� of Ref� 	���

���



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of �
�Au� �
�Au� �
�Au� �
�Au� �
�Au�
�
�Au� and �	�Au from p��
�Au� For �
�Au� �
�Au� and �
�Au� contributions from the

channels �p�d�� �p�np�� �p�t�� �p�nd�� �p��np�� �p�nt�� �p��nd�� and �p��np� to the total

CEM�� yields are shown by dashed lines� as indicated� Experimental data labeled as

NUCLEX are from the compilation 	�
� ���

���



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of �
�Pt� �
�Pt� �
�Pt� �	
Pt� �		Pt�
��	Pt� ���Pt� ���Pt� and ���Pt from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are

from the compilation 	�
� ���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of �
�Ir� �
�Ir� �
�Ir� �
�Ir� �	
Ir� �		Ir�
�	�Ir� and �	�Ir from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the com�

pilation 	�
� ���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of �	�Ir� �	�Ir� �
�Os� �	�Os� �	�Os� and
�	�Os from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the compilation 	�
�

���

�



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of �	�Re� �	�Re� �	�Re� �	�Re� and �	�Re

from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the compilation 	�
� ���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of �	�Ta� �	�Ta� ���Ta� ���Ta� ���Ta� and
���Ta from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the compilation 	�
�

���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ���Hf� ���Hf� ���Hf� ���Hf� and ���Hf

from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the compilation 	�
� ���

�	



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ���Lu� ���Lu� ���Lu� ���Lu� ���Lu�
��
Lu� ��
Yb� and ���Yb from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from

the compilation 	�
� ���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��	Tm� ���Tm� ���Tm� ���Tm�
���Tm� ���Er� and ���Er from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from

the compilation 	�
� ���

��



Fig� �
� Excitation functions for the production of ���Ho� ���Ho� ���Dy� ���Tb� ���Tb�
���Tb� and ��
Tb from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the

compilation 	�
� ���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ���Gd� ���Gd� ��
Gd� ���Gd� and
���Gd from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the compilation 	�
�

���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��
Eu� ��	Eu� ���Eu� ���Eu� ���Eu�
��	Pr� and ��
Ce from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the

compilation 	�
� ���

���



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ���Ba� ���Ba� ���Xe� ���Xe� ���I�
���Te� ��	Sb� and ���Sn from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from

the compilation 	�
� ���

���



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ���Cd� ���Ag� ���Ag� ���Ag� ���Ag�
���Ag� ���Ag� and ��
Pd from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from

the compilation 	�
� ���

��



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ���Rh� ���Rh� ���Ru� 
�Tc� 
�Tc� and


Mo from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the compilation 	�
�

���

���



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of 
	Nb� 
�Nb� 
�Nb� 
�Nb� 
�Nb� and

�Nb from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the compilation 	�
�

���

���



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of 
�Zr� 
�Zr� 	
Zr� 		Zr� 		Y� and 	�Y

from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the compilation 	�
� ���

��	



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of 
�Sr� 	
Sr� 	�Sr� 	�Sr� 	�Rb� 	�Rb� and
	�Rb from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the compilation 	�
�

���

���



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of 	�Kr� 	�Kr� 	�Br� 	�Br� 	�Br� ��Se�

and ��Se from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the compila�

tion 	�
� ���

���



Fig� �
� Excitation functions for the production of ��As� ��As� ��As� ��As� ��As� ��Ge�

and ��Ge from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the compila�

tion 	�
� ���

���



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��Ga� ��Ga� ��Ga� ��Ga� ��Zn�
��Zn� ��Cu� and ��Cu from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the

compilation 	�
� ���

���



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of ��Ni� ��Ni� ��Co� �	Co� ��Co� �
Fe�
��Mn� and ��Mn from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the

compilation 	�
� ���

���



Fig� ��� Excitation functions for the production of �	V� �	Sc� ��Sc� ��Sc� ��Ar� �
Ar� and
��Ar from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the compilation 	�
�

���

���



Fig� ���� Excitation functions for the production of ��P� ��P� �	Mg� ��Na� ��Na� ��Ne�
�	F� and �Be from p��
�Au� Experimental data labeled as NUCLEX are from the compi�

lation 	�
� ���

��



Fig� ���� Excitation functions for the production of �He� �He� t� d� p� n� ��� ��� and

�� from p��
�Au� The contributions to the total yields from cascade �for nucleons�� pre�

equilibrium emission� and evaporation are shown separately by dashed lines� as indicated�

Experimental data labeled as BAR�� are taken from Ref� 	���

���



We show separately for all nuclides the independent and cumulative calculated
yields in our �gures� One can see that for gold
 in contrast to the previous light
and medium targets
 the role of contributions from radioactive precursors to the
measured yields is more important� For some nuclides �see
 e�g�
 Figs� �� and �	�

the cumulative yields are up to two orders of magnitude higher than the independent
ones� Therefore
 for heavy targets
 an especially careful calculation of cumulative
yields and their comparison with the measured data are needed�

The next group of lighter nuclides from gold shown in Figs� �� to �� are mainly
products of �ssion� CEM�	 takes into account competition between evaporation and
�ssion �see Section � and allows us to calculate �ssion cross sections and nuclear
�ssilities� Fig� �� shows a comparison of �ssion cross section calculated according to
Eq� ��� with the experimental data compiled in Ref� �	��� These calculations are per�
formed with the code CEM�	 using for the macroscopic �ssion barriers the Yukawa�
plus�exponential modi�ed LDM of Krappe
 Nix and Sierk �����
 and Cameron$s shell
and pairing corrections ����� for the ground state and Barashenkov et al� ���	� correc�
tions for the saddle�point masses for microscopic �ssion barriers� the third Iljinov$s
et al� systematics for the level density parameters �����
 with shell corrections by
Cameron et al� ����
 without taking into account the dependence of �ssion barriers
on angular momenta
 and with the dependence of �ssion barriers on excitation en�
ergy proposed in Ref� ���� A �xed value of ����� is used for the ratio af�an for all
incident energies from �� to ��� MeV� But to describe the decrease of �ssion cross
section with increasing proton energy at about � GeV
 with a possible minimum at
about  GeV
 which seems to be observed in experiment �see Fig� ���
 we have to
�t the ratio af�an
 and the values of �����
 �����
 �����
 ���	�
 ����	
 and ����� are
used at proton energies of ���
 ��
 ���
 ��
 ���
 and 	�� GeV
 respectively�

As one can see from Fig� ��
 with this set of parameters
 CEM�	 reproduces
well the experimental �ssion cross section� But our code does not calculate the pro�
cess of �ssion itself
 and does not provide �ssion fragments and a further possible
evaporation of particles from them� When
 during the Monte Carlo simulation of a
compound stage of a reaction
 from evaporation and �ssion widths
 we have to sim�
ulate a �ssion
 we simply remember this event �that permits us to calculate �ssion
cross section and �ssility� and �nish the calculation of this event without a real subse�
quent calculation of �ssion fragments and a further possible evaporation of particles
from them� Therefore
 our results in Figs� ����� show the contribution to the total
yields of these nuclides only from deep spallation processes of successive emission
of particles from the target
 but do not contain �ssion products� One can see that
the spallation mechanism for production of nuclides in this region provides only a
very small part of the measured yields
 and only for high incident energies
 above
��� GeV� To be able to describe nuclide production in the �ssion region
 CEM�	
has to be extended by incorporating a model of high energy �ssion� For example

the Fong statistical model of �ssion ���� realized in di�erent Monte Carlo codes

e�g�
 at JINR ���
 ���
 ORNL ����
 BNL ���
 PINP
 Gatchina ��� may be used
for this purpose� A similar approach based on the thermodynamical model of �s�

���



sion was developed in Moscow at ITEP by Stepanov �� and was realized in the
code INUCL ���	�� A more sophisticated and physically grounded
 but at the same
time
 more complicated and time consuming approach for this may be the dynamical
�Di�usion Model of Fission� ��� realized as a Monte Carlo code at INR
 Moscow
by Mebel with co�authors ��
 ��� On the other hand
 several much simpler ap�
proaches based on phenomenological distributions of fragments
 such as Atchinson$s
model �	�
 Nakahara$s model ���
 and the recent Rubchenya model ��� are also
used in a number of codes� Finally
 in a number of current works
 high energy �s�
sion and fragmentation is calculated in a single statistical model of sequential binary
decays
 realized in the code GEMINI ����

Fig� ��� shows excitation functions for the third group of nuclides
 in the region
of fragmentation� These light nuclides are produced either via a very asymmetric
�ssion
 or by fragmentation or sequential �ssion of primary �ssion products� As the
CEM does not contain any of these mechanisms of fragmentation
 it cannot describe
these nuclides at all� The vertical bars shown in Fig� ��� give an estimate of the
upper limit to the total yields of these fragments estimated from a single calculated
case of deep spallation
 where such a fragment is produced as a residual nucleus
at the end of a reaction� One can see that even this upper limit for the spallation
mechanism of fragment production from gold is several order of magnitude lower
than experimental data� To be able to describe fragment production
 CEM�	 has
to be extended by incorporating a model of fragmentation� Good reviews of avail�
able models of fragmentation may be found in Refs� �	�
 		
 �
 �
 ��
 ���� Let
us note here that besides the popular models of fragmentation based on statistical
decay
 like the Berlin model ���
 the Moscow model of multifragmentation ����

the Copenhagen model ����
 or models based on liquid�gas instability
 like Cugnon$s
model ��	�
 Friedman$s model ���� and other sophisticated approaches reviewed in
Refs� �		
 �
 �
 ��
 ��� and widely used in the literature
 a much simpler sys�
tematics based on the liquid�gas phase�transition model was successfully incorporated
���� in the JAERI version of HETC�

It should also be noted that a possible mechanism of light fragment production
from medium and heavy nuclei may be evaporation of fragments with A 	 � from
compound nuclei
 as was proposed and realized in a number of papers many years
ago �see references in Ref� �	���� Another similar mechanism which would be simple
to incorporate into CEM�	
 may be the emission of fragments with A 	 � at the
preequilibrium stage of a reaction
 as was realized recently for �Be in Ref� ����� An�
other mechanism not taken into account here for the production of light fragments
appropriate for medium and heavy targets
 is the coalescence of fragments from par�
ticles emitted at the cascade �and maybe also the preequilibrium� stage of a reaction�
As was shown in Ref� ����
 incorporation in the CEM of the coalescence mechanism of
complex particle production improves signi�cantly the agreement of calculated spec�
tra with experimental data
 though it does not provide the total measured yields

and additional mechanisms of fragment production have to be incorporated in the
model�

��	



As a �rst attempt to solve at once both problems of �ssion and fragmentation

we have tried in the present work to use in CEM�	 after the preequilibrium stage
of reactions the well known code GEMINI ��� which has the advantage of treating
the evaporation
 fragmentation and �ssion processes in a consistent way� Our �rst
preliminary results on this exercise are unsatisfactory and work in this direction will
be continued�

Fig� ���� Mass�yield distributions of residual nuclei from p��
�Au at ��� and ��� MeV�

Solid histograms are calculated in the present work� dashed histograms show results of cal�

culations with the Brookhaven National Laboratory and Columbia University version of

the INC realized in the code VEGAS�ISOBAR 	��� from Ref� 	���� Experimental data

for cumulative yields of several nuclides labeled as KA�� are taken from Ref� 	����

Fig� ��� shows the excitation functions for the �th group of the �nal products

i�e�
 particles emitted at di�erent stages of reaction� One can see that the CEM
reproduces satisfactorily the few available experimental yields of d
 t
 and �He
 but

as for previous targets
 it underestimates signi�cantly the production of �He� To
illustrate the relative role of di�erent production mechanisms
 the contributions to
the total yields from cascade �for nucleons�
 preequilibriumemission
 and evaporation
are shown in Fig� ��� separately� A comparison of these results with similar ones given

���



above for previous targets �Figs� ��
 
 �
 ��
 and ��� shows that the relative roles
of di�erent mechanisms of complex particle production change signi�cantly both with
changing the atomic mass of the target and with increasing incident energy
 and these
roles are di�erent for di�erent particles� The relative contribution of preequilibrium
particle emission increases with increasing atomic mass of the target for the entire
energy interval� For �
�Au
 the preequilibrium emission provides almost the whole
yield of complex particles in the CEM
 while evaporation from compound nuclei is
strongly suppressed by the Coulomb barrier
 and does not provide even ��* of the
total yields� The situation is just the opposite in the case of light targets like ��C
�Fig� ��� and ��O �Fig� �� Besides
 for light targets
 so much spallation takes place
that a signi�cant contribution to the total yields of complex particles comes from
residual nuclei remaining after emission of other particles at the end of reactions� So

for targets of ��C �Fig� ��� and ��O �Fig� �
 this mechanism becomes predominant
for the production of �He even at quite low energies� It is interesting to note that
this �residual nucleus� mechanism does not decrease very quickly with increased mass
targets� Even for Fe �Fig� ��� and Co �Fig� ��� one can see small contributions from
such processes to the total yields of complex particles�

Fig� ���� Mass�yield distributions of residual nuclei from p��
�Au at � and � GeV�

Solid histograms are calculated in the present work� dashed histograms show results of

calculations with the Brookhaven National Laboratory and Columbia University version

of the INC realized in the code VEGAS�ISOBAR 	��� �for Tp � � GeV� and with the

Oak Ridge National Laboratory version of the INC 	��� �for Tp � � GeV� from Ref� 	����

Experimental data for cumulative yields of several nuclides labeled as KA�� are taken from

Ref� 	����

���



A general summarizing overview on the capability of CEM�	 to describe nuclide
production from gold is given in Figs� �� and ���
 where mass�yield distributions of
residual nuclei at ��
 ����
 ���
 and ��� GeV calculated in the present work are com�
pared with the results of calculations with the Brookhaven National Laboratory and
Columbia University version of the INC realized in the code VEGAS�ISOBAR ����

with the Oak Ridge National Laboratory version of the INC ����
 and with ex�
perimental data from Ref� ����� One can see that for all these energies
 CEM�	
describes quite well the data in the spallation region
 providing a better agreement
with the measured cross sections than VEGAS�ISOBAR ���� or Bertini$s INC ����
does� But with decreasing masses of measured nuclides and passing into the �ssion
region
 the disagreement with the data increases
 and CEM�	 has to be extended by
incorporating a model of high energy �ssion to be able to describe nuclide production
in this region as well�

Of course
 many other reasons not discussed above might also cause some of the
observed discrepancies� Di�erent features of the CEM and of other similar models
may be improved
 which could result in a signi�cant change of their predictions� Let
us enumerate here several possible improvements of the CEM and further problems
to be solved�

� use accurate nuclear densities and potential energy functions in the ICM


� model the e�ects of refraction and re ection on the cascade particles as they
move from one potential zone of the nucleus into another


� use realistic velocity�dependent potentials


� take into account not only the coordinates of elementary interactions but also
their times


� account for �trawling� �local reduction of nuclear density� of nuclei by fast
cascade particles


� incorporation of clusters in the ICM �see
 e�g�
 ����


� model knock�out and pick�up processes


� use of new
 more precise experimental data for the cross sections of the elemen�
tary interactions


� take into account nuclear medium e�ects on the properties of hadrons and their
interactions inside a nucleus �see
 e�g�
 Ref� �����


� take into account explicitly resonances �such as !
 etc�� as cascade participants


� � � �

���



All these problems are very complicated and interconnected and have yet to be
included together in a complete study
 as fragmentary results obtained previously in
the literature are often unexpected and�or contradictory� Unfortunately
 inclusion
of a separate re�nement in nuclear models used in ICM calculations does not always
lead to improved agreement with experimental data� So
 Chen
 et al� ���� have found
that for incident energies below �� MeV
 especially for medium and heavy nuclei

the agreement with experimental data was better when refraction and re ection of
cascade nucleons were neglected than when these e�ects were included �see the third
paper in Ref� ������ Further
 the same authors have found �see the second paper
in Ref� ����� that the introduction of a velocity�dependent potential consistent with
optical�model analyses of nuclear data does not lead to greatly improved agreement
between intranuclear cascade calculations and experimental data� Only when in a
following study �see the �rst paper in Ref� �����
 when the authors have included
in their ICM e�ects of short�range nucleon correlations along with refraction and
re ection at potential boundaries together with a velocity�dependent potential was
the agreement with experimental data improved�
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�� Summary

We have performed detailed analyses of more than ��� excitation functions for
interactions of protons with energies from �� MeV to 	 GeV with nuclei of ��C
 ��N

��O
 ��Al
 ��P
 ��Ca
 ��Fe
 ��Fe
 ��Fe
 �	Fe
 natFe
 �
Co
 
�Zr
 
�Zr
 
�Zr
 
�Zr
 
�Zr

natZr
 and �
�Au in the framework of an extended version of the cascade�exciton
model of nuclear reactions� We have compared our results with all reliable experi�
mental data available to us and with predictions of other models realized in several
codes� ALICE LIVERMORE �� �����
 HETC�KFA� ���	�
 ALICE�� �����
 LA�
HET �����
 ALICE�F �����
 NUCLEUS ��	�
 MCEXCITON �����
 ALICE� �����

DISCA �����
 CASCADE �����
 HETC �����
 INUCL ���	�
 ALICE�	 ����
 AL�
ICE LIVERMORE � ����
 ALICE �� MOD ����
 PEQAQ ����
 ALICE� �����

CEM�M ����
 with the Milan version of the exciton model of nuclear reactions with
preformed ��clusters in nuclei ����
 and with calculations using phenomenological
systematics from Refs� �	��������

Our analyses have shown that several di�erent mechanisms participate in the pro�
duction of most �nal nuclides� Their relative roles change signi�cantly with changing
atomic mass of targets
 with increasing incident energy
 and are di�erent for di�erent
�nal nuclides� The main nuclide production mechanism in the spallation region is
the successive emission of several nucleons
 while emission of complex particles is im�
portant �and may be even the only mechanism for production of a given isotope in a
limited range of incident energy� only at low incident energies
 near the corresponding
thresholds
 while with increasing energy its relative role decreases quickly�

For medium and especially for heavy targets
 the contribution from radioactive
precursors to the measured yields of many nuclides is very important� The cumulative
yields of some nuclides are up to two orders of magnitude higher than the independent
ones� Therefore
 for heavy targets
 an especially careful calculation of cumulative
yields and their comparisons with the measured data are needed�

Our analyses have shown that nuclear structure e�ects are very important in pro�
duction of some nuclides and manifest themselves strongly even at an incident energy
of 	 GeV� Therefore
 reliable and well �tted approaches for shell and pairing correc�
tions
 level density parameters
 and especially for nuclear masses and consequent
binding energies and Q�values have to be used in calculations�

The extended version of the cascade�exciton model realized in the code CEM�	
describes satisfactorily with a �xed set of input parameters the shapes and absolute
values of the majority of measured excitation functions for production of nuclides
in the spallation region and for the emission of secondary nucleons and complex
particles� We feel that the yields of both nuclides in the spallation region and sec�
ondary particles of A � � predicted by CEM�	 are at least as reliable
 and in many
cases more so
 than those of the models and phenomenological systematics mentioned
above�

For target nuclei from ��Al to �
�Au
 CEM�	 describes the majority of experimen�
tal excitation functions in the spallation region to within a factor of � For lighter

�	�



targets than ��Al
 the agreement with the experimental data is worse
 and the CEM

like the majority of other models
 has to be improved to be able to describe excita�
tion functions from light targets� CEM�	 does not contain a special mechanism for
fragmentation
 underestimates production of �He
 and does not include a model of
high energy �ssion� These mechanisms of nuclear reactions should be incorporated
into the CEM�

In rare cases
 in the same spallation region
 CEM�	 underestimates or overesti�
mates some individual measured excitation functions
 sometimes up to an order of
magnitude� This is mainly a result of the poor nuclear masses and binding ener�
gies used in CEM�	� Other possible causes of such discrepancies were discussed in
Sections � and ��

One may conclude that the extended version of the cascade�exciton model realized
in the code CEM�	 is suitable for a rough evaluation of excitation functions in the
spallation region� But for a better description of the measured yields in this region
and for an extension of the range of its applicability into the �ssion and fragmentation
regions
 it should be developed further� Among improvements of the CEM which are
of highest priority we consider the following�

� incorporation of recent experimental nuclear mass tables
 and new reliable the�
oretical mass formulas for unmeasured nuclides


� development and incorporation of an appropriate model of high�energy �ssion


� modeling the emission of gammas competing with the evaporation of particles
at the compound stage


� treating more accurately ��emission at the preequilibrium stage


� incorporation of a model for fragmentation of medium and heavy nuclei
 and
the Fermi breakup model
 for highly excited light nuclei


� modeling the evaporation of fragments with A 	 � from not too light excited
nuclei �incorporation of such processes at the preequilibrium stage may also be
important�


� modeling the coalescence of light fragments from fast emitted particles


� improvement of the approximations for inverse cross sections
 and

� use of new
 more precise experimental data for the cross sections of elementary
interactions at the cascade stage�

Such a development and improvement of the CEM is possible
 and work in this
direction is already in progress� We hope that a proper incorporation of the above
improvements in the code will not destroy the present wholeness of CEM�	 and its
good predictive power for the spectra of secondary particles�

�	�



There are a number of other possible and desirable improvements of the CEM
discussed in Section �
 justi�ed from a physical point of view� Unfortunately
 in�
clusion of separate re�nements in nuclear models used in ICM calculations does not
always lead to improved agreement with experimental data�

The problems discussed above are typical not only of the CEM
 but also for all
other similar models and codes
 where they are not solved yet� Excitation func�
tions are a very �di�cult� characteristic of nuclear reactions as they involve to�
gether the di�erent and complicated physics processes of spallation
 evaporation

�ssion
 and fragmentation of nuclei� A lot of work is still necessary to be done
by theorists and code developers before a reliable complex of codes able to sat�
isfactorily predict arbitrary excitation functions in a wide range of incident ener�
gies�projectiles�targets��nal nuclides will be available� At present
 we are still very
far from the completion of this di�cult task�

In the meantime
 to evaluate excitation functions needed for science and appli�
cations
 it is necessary to use and analyze together the available experimental data

and for each region of incident energies�projectiles�targets��nal nuclides
 the predic�
tions of phenomenological systematics
 and the results of calculations with the most
reliable codes� Our present study has shown that for proton�induced reactions in the
spallation region
 not too low incident energies and not too light targets
 CEM�	 is
such a reliable code�
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